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Fo rew o rd

A

ll the books and other material published by the Department of National Pala
ces are important reference sources for those interested in nineteenth century
Turkish history.

Written and researched by scholars who are experts in their fields, these publications

provide valuable insight into Turkish history and culture for everyone from general rea
ders to scholars and statesmen. Demand for all of our publications in Turkish and Eng
lish editions has exceeded expectations, indicating that they fill a significant gap in this
field.
The latest edition of the National Palaces Yearbook has been prepared in the light of
these factors. This issue consists of articles by well known researchers and scholars from
various institutions, universities and the Department of National Palaces, all of whom
have made significant contributions to our cultural life. As the seat of government of the
Ottoman Empire during its last decades, Dolmabah<;e's historical role and place in our
cultural and architectural history are the main subjects treated in these studies. This pub
lication contains much new information not available elsewhere, and we are confident
that it will be welcomed by readers and researchers in Turkey and abroad.
We take this opportunity to thank all the experts whose articles appear in this issue,
and all our colleagues who have been involved in its preparation. We hope you will en
joy reading it, and look forward to bringing you new publications in the near future.

TBMM Academic Advisory Board

TBMM KUTUPHANESI

ISTANBUL'S N a t io n a l P a l a c e s A r e A H e r it a g e O f
In d u s t r ia l A n d D esig n H isto r y
Onder Kugiikerman

D

olmabah^e Palace and the other Ottoman
p alaces con stru cted in the m id
nineteenth century were major undertak
ings combining a wide range of skills
and contemporary technologies. These
well preserved buildings and their con
tents incorporate valuable legacies of design and
industrial history in Turkey.
This significance derives from several factors.
F irstly, these bu ildings w ere designed and
constructed at a time when Ottoman Turkey was
confronted forcefully for the first time with the
concepts and products of the western industrial
revolution.

Secondly, the traditional production system of the
Ottoman State was undergoing radical change, and
these new imperial palaces were a testing ground for
all the design concepts and products being applied for
the first time. Hence in a sense they are international
showrooms for the technology and design of their era.
Thirdly, they played a pioneering role in
encouraging the use of new technologies. This was
equally true of those imperial residences which were
renovated during this period.
Over a period of 150 years these palaces were the
recipients of innovations and production skills from
not only the West, but other parts of the world,
transform ing them into a gigantic collection of
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1-2 Hereke Imperial Factory and Hereke K6?k In 1900. Established in
1843, this factory served as a school of innovation for the
traditional Turkish weaving and carpet industry. Production
continues here today as a museum-factory illustrating Turkey's
industrial history.
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3

Sultan Mehmed V Re^ad being rowed ashore from the imperial
steamship Ertugrul, on his way to visit Hereke Imperial Factory
in 1910.

4

A cutting and machining shop at the historic Hereke Imperial
Factory in 1910.

5

The river was a vital artery for Hereke Imperial Factory.
This weaving mill was a landmark in Ottoman Turkish
industrialisation.
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Map of Yildiz Palace complex, showing the Qini Fabrika-I
Hiimayun or Imperial Porcelain Factory established in the
grounds. Under the auspices of the state this institution adapted
traditional Turkish craftsmanship to western technology.
The modelling shop at the Yildiz Imperial Porcelain Factory
around 1900.
Ink drawing of Yildiz Imperial Porcelain Factory as it was at the
time it was founded. This factory played a crucial role in the
development of the modern Turkish porcelain industry.

NDUSTRY AND D ESIG N IN THE N IN E
TEENTH CENTURY At the beginning of the
nineteenth century the new products of the in
dustrial revolution began to exert an influence
on the Ottoman Empire. One result was endeavours to
reform the country’s industry.
These developments can be outlined as follows:
Between 1800 and 1810 the metal casting industry
in Europe developed at unprecedented speed, ena
bling a wide range of new machinery, tools and con
sumer goods to be manufactured. As a result train
rails, carriages, locomotives, high pressure steam en
gines, power lathes and batteries went into manufac
ture, and coal gas began to be used for lighting. In the
1820s, the iron planing machine, the copying machine
used in arms manufacture, and the match were in
vented.
Around this time new investments commenced in
Ottoman Turkey, particularly in the manufacture of
military equipment. The defence industry, metal cast
ing and metal processing industries advanced. Coal
reserves were discovered in Zonguldak, the Somakov
mines in Bulgaria were developed, and high tempera
ture furnaces were established. During the same peri
od such key institutions as the Military Academy, the
Feshane (factory for manufacturing military clothing).

J

outstanding value and authenticity illustrating the
history of design and industry.
For this reason the National Palaces of the Ottoman
dynasty which are now museums open to the public
are not only monuments of architectural and social
significance, but the most important heritage of
industrial and design history in the nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries.
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and large textile mills were founded.
The camera, which first came into use in 1826, was
soon being used to build up an immense archive of
photographs documenting the entire Ottoman Empire.
In the 1830s the first production of steel sections in the
West marked the beginning of fundamental changes
in construction techniques.
In 1831 the traditional institution of Ser Mimaran-i
Hassa (Chief Imperial Architects) in Istanbul was abol
ished in favour of the Ebniye-i Hassa Miidurliigu (De
partment of Imperial Buildings), and steps taken to es
tablish a modern school of architecture. Around the
same time newspapers in foreign languages began to
be published in Izmir and other major Turkish cities,
and foreign schools and post offices were opened. For
eign travellers poured into the country.

NATI ONAL

A trade agreement signed between the Ottoman
and British governments in 1838 and the Tanzimat re
forms proclaimed the following year marked the be
ginning of a new era.
Modern factories which were to be of vital impor
tance with respect to contemporary design and indus
try began to manufacture new and sophisticated prod
ucts in the 1840s. The Feshane in Eyiip, the leather,
porcelain and glass factories in Beykoz, and the textile
and carpet mills at Hereke are among the many large
and small industrial concerns dating from this period.
France's Patents Act drawn up in 1844 was bor
rowed by the Ottoman State and passed a year later
under the name Ihtira Berati. Meanwhile in 1844 the
first population census was carried out and inland
customs posts abolished. Loans were extended to mer-
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chants whose trade was considered beneficial for the
economy, and other changes included the duty-free
exports of certain goods.
Above all, the establishment of an industrial school
in Istanbul in 1847 was an important step forward,
particularly in view of the fact that the Great Exhibi
tion of the Work of Industry of All Nations was to
open four years later in London.
Ottoman Turkey participated in the Great Exhibi
tion of 1851 with a wide range of products. The Crys
tal Palace, a vast modern building employing new
concepts of iron and glass technology, was construct
ed for this event. With a floor area of 555 x 135 metres,
this glass building became famous in Turkey, where it
was variously referred to as the Sirga Saray, Sirqa
Ko§k and Billur K6§k.
As the first building of its kind, the Crystal Palace
rapidly came to represent the architectural identity of
the age. It used the latest products of the modern iron
casting industry for its framework, and took advan
tage of the fact that glass had dropped sharply in price
due to modern technology. This new architectural
concept represented the beginning of a race to match

9-10-11-12 Dolmabah^e Palace Clock Tower is an example of rapid
10

advances in clock making techniques during the nineteenth
century.
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design to the new possibilities generated by industry.
Just a year later the construction of iron buildings be
gan in the United States.
The Ottoman state participated enthusiastically in
this exhibition with both traditional products and
creative designs applied in the context of modern in
dustry, in a bid to compete in the international sphere.
The exhibition coincided with the establishment of
the §irket-i Hayriye steam ferry company in Istanbul,
and the construction of a new toll highway in Izmir as
a joint venture with foreign investors.
Four years later, in 1855, the Exposition Universelle
open in Paris. Again Ottoman participation was exten
sive. It was around this time that construction of the
new Dolmabah^e Palace in Istanbul was completed,
and at a time when the industrialisation movement
was making such significant headway nothing could
be more natural than to incorporate the latest industri
al products into both the architectural structure and
furnishings and fittings of this palace.
Abdiilaziz succeeded his elder brother Abdiilmecid
to the Ottoman throne in 1861, and the same year the
monopoly on crafts and trades enjoyed by the tradi
tional trade guilds for so many centuries was lifted.
This meant that the system which had strictly con
trolled quality, design and price even in remote parts
of the Empire for so long now no longer existed. This
decision was bound to have far-reaching implications
for industrialisation. Although the traditional guild
system was swept away on the grounds that it was in
capable of adapting to the demands of the industrial
revolution, ironically it was the products of just these
guild craftsmen which won medals at the internation
al industrial fairs held in Europe at this time.
In 1862, the Ottoman government followed up its
efforts at developing the country's industry by hold
ing its own industrial exhibition in Istanbul. Known as
the Sergi-i Umumi-i Osmani, it was held in Sultanahmet Square. The practical consequences of this includ
ed the opening of industrial schools in Nis, Ruse, So
fia, Salonika and Damascus. In addition the Commis
sion for Industrial Reform was established, and
brought the first Turkish companies into existence.
The first postage stamps were issued around the same
time, and legislation was passed permitting foreigners
to own real estate in the Ottoman Empire.
One of the most important events in 1867 was the
state visit paid to Europe by Sultan Abdiilaziz at the
invitation of Napoleon III. The first stop on this 47day tour was the International Paris Exposition, at
which the Ottoman sovereign was guest of honour.
This exhibition covered an area of 687,000 square me
tres, and the inauguration ceremony held in a hall
measuring 14,000 square metres was attended by
20,000 people, including members of all Europe's roy
al families. The ceremony began with the orchestra's
rendering of the Ottoman March. Turkey again partic
ipated extensively in this exhibition, and its exhibits
attracted widespread attention.

13-14 The colossal cast iron gates and lamp posts of Dolmabahpe
Palace were made at the artillery and naval foundries at Tophane
and Tersane respectively. They illustrate the level of Turkey's
heavy industry in the mid-nineteenth century.
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The sultan crossed the Channel to England, where
he was received warmly by Queen Victoria and
shown around some of the country's leading industri
al plants. From London, Abdiilaziz travelled to Liege,
Koblenz, Vienna, Budapest and Vidin, before return
ing to Istanbul.
This was an unprecedented opportunity for Tur
key's statesmen to see the true dimensions of western
industry at first hand, and the reverberations of the
visit were not long in taking effect. It was in such an
environment that Beylerbeyi Palace was completed in

<6

15-16 The use of new casting technology in Europe in the area of
decorative metalware is illustrated by these bronze vases at
Dolnfiabahge Palace.

1869.

Around the same time the metric system replaced
traditional weights and measures, and the IzmirAydm and Haydarpa§a-Izmit railway companies, a
gas company and the Ottoman Bank were founded.
The Department of Posts and Telegraph introduced

NATI ONAL
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Turkish telegraph symbols, and the short under
ground railway known as Tiinel and trams began op
erating in Istanbul. In 1871 legislation concerning
trade marks was introduced.
In 1873 Ottoman Turkey participated in Weltausstellung Wien (the World Exhibition in Vienna), for
which Osman Hamdi Bey, future director of the Impe
rial School of Fine Arts, prepared a book of Ottoman
costume entitled Elbise-i Osmaniye. A year later the
country participated in another exhibition in London.
In 1876, the year that Abdiilhamid II acceded to the
throne, it was decided to establish technical schools in
the provinces with the object of creating "an indepen
dent national industry". The Exposition Universelle
took place in Paris two years later.
Possibly the most interesting of these initiatives was
the establishment of the Imperial School of Fine Arts
in 1883. Both Turkish and foreign teachers were em
ployed at this institution, which was charged with the
development of traditional arts and crafts in the con
text of contemporary art and industry. The original
decision to establish an academy of art and architec
ture had been ratified several years earlier in 1877,
when the need for industrial product design had al
ready become pressing. Completely new concepts of
architecture, decoration and art were developing hand
in hand with industry, and the creative skills which
these demanded had to be generated afresh now that
the guild system had been swept away.
It is significant that the Paris Convention for the
Protection of Industrial Rights was also signed in
1883, and coincided with the construction of a new ar
chitectural complex in Istanbul, Yildiz Palace. The lat
est and most advanced industrial products of the time
were imported for this project and exerted an enor
mous influence in Turkey. Meanwhile the country’s
first representative assembly was established at
Dolmabahqe Palace.
The palaces, ko§ks and kasirs run by the Depart
ment of National Palaces under the auspices of the
Turkish Grand National Assembly mainly date from
this period. As outstanding reflections in terms of
their architecture, decoration and furnishings of the
relationship between industry and design, they are of
key importance.
Each of these buildings was a pioneering model for
Turkey’s industrialisation movement, and as such de
serve close observation and evaluation. They are a
source of valuable evidence concerning the develop
ment of modern design since the mid-nineteenth cen
tury.

17 One of the exquisitely decorated staircases at Dolmabah9 e
Palace which employed many techniques developed during the
industrial revolution. Turkish made decorative cast iron featured
in many of them.

18 Gifts from many countries in Dolmabah9 e Palace illustrate the
application of new metalworking technology.

T

7 HE PIONEERING ROLE OF THE NATION
AL PALACES IN INDUSTRIAL HISTORY
If we reconsider the National Palaces in the
above light, we will find that in terms of both
the international and Turkish industrial heritage they
are of great significance.
If we examine Dolmabah<;e Palace, for instance, it is
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19 The Crystal Staircase at Dolmabahge Palace and the chandelier over the stairwell are outstanding examples of
nineteenth century glass technology.

20 Technical drawings for the Crystal Staircase; 1. Wooden support 2. Cut glass foot 3. Cut glass lower section 4. Cut glass central knop
5. Cut glass upper section 6. Cut glass capital 7. Upper wooden support 8. Wooden banister rail 9. Sketch for the foot and capital
10. Cross-section of the central knop 11. Shaft on which the glass components are mounted
12. Mouldings between the main glass components.
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21-22 Carved black marble urn and pedesatal of Russian
manufacture at Dolmabah9 e Palace. The spherical body is an
outstanding example of nineteenth century stone carving and
polishing.

immediately obvious that this vast complex was de
signed and constructed as a whole, and was complet
ed in seven years, a period which is relatively short
even by modern standards. Architecturally the palace
incorporates innovations in conceptual and design
standards as a means of achieving specific objectives.
Buildings of a size never before attempted and ful
filling a complexity of functions were constructed
with the help of the most advanced industrial con
cepts and products of the age. Numerous new tech
nologies were employed, including a frame made of
the first standardised iron sections. This light con
struction system allowed the buildings to have spans
of unprecedented size.
While the British public was marvelling at the first
monumental structures in iron and glass in 1852, Tur
key's first iron frame glazed structures were being
built at Dolmabah(;e Palace. The largest applications
of plate glass in the West were also resolved by ad
vanced applications of timber frame production.
Completion of such a large scale palace in such a
short time undoubtedly required a highly complex
system of organisation.
As well as architectural innovations, we can see the
first applications of the industrial revolution in Tur-
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23*24-25-26 With their diverse and sophisticated designs, enamel,
porcelain and glass decoration, and panels of reflecting crystal
prisms above the mantlepieces, these fireplaces in the National
Palaces form a remarkable collection. Incorporating the latest
flue designs for efficient heating they catalogue one aspect of
European industrial history in the 1950s.
27 The many different heating appliances in the National Palaces
tell a fascinating story for the industrial historian.
28-29 Heating the hundreds of rooms at Dolmabah^e Palace was a
formidable task, and eventually central heating was installed in
the late nineteenth century. Here we see the partition
containing the gigantic boiler of this historic heating system
and one of the cast iron radiators.
30 The large windows at the National Palaces were the result of the
latest advances in glass technology in the West in the 1850s.
Production of these new systems began in Turkey around the
same time.

27
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key at the National Palaces. The transition from can
dlelight to gas, and gas to electricity is vividly il
lustrated by the light fittings in these imperial resi
dences. The most advanced designs available in the
world at the time were interpreted exclusively for
these interiors, where they can still to be seen today.
Complex heating and lighting systems of unprece
dented size were installed here. Dolmabahqe gas
works, the heating system driven by the spare steam
engine belonging to the Hamidiye warship, and the
interior light fittings and radiators are among the
most fascinating early examples of their kind. The
transition from braziers to porcelain stoves, and then
to central heating is strikingly illustrated. In addition
the nineteenth century fireplaces in many of the pri
vate and reception rooms are a magnificent collection
in their own right illustrating the evolution in design
and advances in technology.
One of the foremost aspects of the National Palaces
as a legacy of industrial history is the fact that changes
in ideas regarding interior decoration are represented
by the finest examples from several successive peri
ods. We see the traditional sedir (fitted couch along
the walls) make way for European chairs and other
furniture, which were supplied from many different
countries in a climate of fierce competition by leading
makers. This means that the palaces contain an out-
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31 The 4.5 ton chandelier in the IVIuayede Salon. This huge throne room with its arresting architectural design incorporates many
technological innovations of the 1850s. The chandelier is a significant achievement of nineteenth century technology in terms of both its glass
elements and the cables by which this colossal weight is suspended from the central dome.
32 Large glazed roofs at Dolmabahge Palace represent the earliest application of new western glass and metal technology in Turkey.
33-34 The two domes of the Hiinkar Hamam (imperial baths) at Dolmabah9 e Palace illustrate traditional design and the modem use
of cast iron and glass respectively.

* *

m*»
34
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35-36-37-38 The Camli K6§k (Glazed Pavilion) at Dolmabah9 e Palace
was a showroom for the finest work of nineteenth century glass
manufacturers. Not only the structure itself, but the light fittings
and crystal piano date from a time when new techniques were
inspiring experimentation in design.

36

37
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standing collection of nineteenth and early twentieth
century furniture.
The interior decoration of these buildings, includ
ing the wall and ceiling coverings, paintings and other
decorative elements, are the interpretations by artists
of industrial products. Many of the wall and ceiling
compositions, and the unusual spatial resolutions
achieved by using ready-made plaster components
present a fascinating picture of industrial progress.
Glass production was an area where the most strik
ing transformation took place during this period, and
a complete range of applications can be seen at the
National Palaces. Not only spectacular chandeliers,
but a glass piano and glass chair are among the exper
imental uses of this material. The Ottoman palace was
primarily an importer of new products and technolo
gy, and did not necessarily provide an outlet for local

39-40-41 Plate glass permitted new concepts in the illumination of
interiors to be applied by the architects of Dolmabahqe Palace.
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The reflective and transparent qualities of glass created many
diverse light effects in the interiors of Dolmabah?e Palace.
Innovative designs made full use of developments in glass
cutting techniques.
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43 Early telephones in the National Palaces form a fascinating
collection dating from the introduction of this new form of
communication to Turkey.
44 Products of modern industry dating from the mid-nineteenth to
early twentieth centuries are to be seen all over the National
Palaces. This model cannon at Dolmabah9 e Palace is one example.
45 A thermometer and barometer in the form of a locomotive at
Dolmabahpe Palace.

44
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4B-47-4&49 The National Palaces
contain a large collection of
outstanding nineteenth century
clocks produced in Europe and
Turkey.
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history.
This unaccustomed aspect of the National Palaces
could be emphasised by special exhibitions including
many objects now in storage, and by compiling collec
tions which cover new categories relating to industry
and technology.
With more industrial products than many specialist
museums, Dolmabahqe Palace and the other National
Palaces offer a wealth of material for research. Even
seemingly insignificant items can make their contribu
tion to our knowledge of industrial history. Now that
the imperial factories of Yildiz and Hereke, estab
lished to manufacture porcelain and textiles respec
tively in the nineteenth century, have been placed un
der the auspices of the Department of National Palac
es with the status of museum-factories, it is time that
industrial history receive the attention it deserves.
When exhibitions and research into this remarkable
legacy gain momentum, there can be no doubt that the
National Palaces collections will attract widespread
international interest in the sphere of industrial and
design history.

50 The canvas and frame of this enormous painting measuring
195x125 cm which hangs in Dolmabah9 e Palace both depended
on the new technologies of the period to achieve such colossal
dimensions.
51-52 This mosaic picture in Dolmabahpe Palace is another
experiment in the application of modern technology to art in the
nineteenth century.

enterprise, as we see from the fact that not a single ex
ample of glassware produced at the factory es
tablished in Istanbul around this time by Ahmet Fethi
Pa§a has been found in these buildings. They served
rather as a kind of industrial exhibition where all
products capable of competing in the international
sphere could be viewed together.
o n c lu s io n
in view of the characteris
tics of the National Palaces outlined above,
it is evident that their importance will come
to be appreciated in the future as a unique
collection illustrating western and Turkish industrial

C
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L ig h t F ittin g s A s A P r o d u c t O f C o n t e m p o r a r y
Tec h n o l o g y A t D o l m a b a h ^ e P a l a c e
Giiller Karahiiseyin*
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ig h t in g

in

a

h is t o r ic

context

AND DOLMABAHQE PALACE Since very
early times human beings have sought ways
to illuminate their dwellings, and the tech
niques they have developed have become
increasingly sophisticated as civilisation has
advanced.
The origins of lighting techniques go back to prehis
toric times, and man has met his need for light by the
means at his disposal in every era. Simple firelight
made way for hot embers placed on a trivet, then for
hand-held torches and oil lamps. During the Roman
period candles and subsequently portable lanterns
came into widespread use, and throughout mediaeval
times and the Renaissance period these methods of

lighting continued with little change, local variations
being based on lighting techniques going back many
centuries. However, the spirit of enquiry which char
acterised the Renaissance laid the foundations for
many scientific discoveries and methods which were
later to find technical application in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries. The industrial revolution which
commenced in the second half of the eighteenth centu
ry was to bring about many innovations in daily life.
During this period the small, closed markets of Eu
rope were gradually transformed by new technologies
which gave rise to industrial scale production, influ
encing daily life all around the world. One aspect of
this process of change occurred in the ways people il
luminated their buildings. An outstanding landmark

Q
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terns.
The state apartments or Mabeyn where affairs of
state were conducted has the largest number of crystal
chandeliers and torcheres. The Medhal Salon, which is
the main entrance hall of the palace, and the other re
ception rooms are lit by large crystal chandeliers and
torcheres in each corner. The Upper Gallery of the

in this process occurred in England in 1805, when coal
gas was used for the first time as a light source.
Meanwhile, as these developments took place in
western Europe, the Ottoman Empire was also under
going a process of modernisation and westernisation
which had its roots in the Tulip Era (1718-1730) and
was pursued as official state policy from 1839, when
the Tanzimat Decree incorporating wide ranging re
forms was passed. New scientific discoveries and tech
nology of all kinds found spheres of application in the
empire during the nineteenth century. This was true of
lighting, and gas lighting systems introduced from Eu
rope were installed in palaces and other state build
ings within a few decades.
Ottoman monumental architecture turned its atten
tion to palace design in the nineteenth century, creat
ing several palaces in this new genre, of which
Dolmabah^e Palace was the largest and most magnifi
cent. The problem of illuminating this huge complex
was tackled at the design stage, and Sultan
Abdulmecid (1839-1861) ordered the construction of a
gas works at Dolmabah(;e. From its construction in the
1850s until 1290 AH (1873) Dolmabahge Gas Works
was run by the Imperial Privy Purse, and subsequently
placed under the control of Istanbul municipality.’
After the construction of Beylerbeyi Palace a second
gas works was built at Kuzguncuk.^ The historic gas
works in Dolmabahqe, built to illuminate and heat the
palace, is still standing today.
The nineteenth century saw a succession of revolu
tionary inventions transform every aspect of life. With
in a few decades gas lighting made way for that revo
lutionary form of energy, electricity. At a time when
the Ottoman Empire was striving to westernise it was
inevitable that this innovation, too, should be adopted.
The change-over from gas to electric lighting took
place early in the reign of Sultan Mehmed V Re§ad
(1909-1918) when the palace was being repaired and
renovated.
A contract dated 1328 AH (1910) tells us that the
sole rights to install electricity in the houses and streets
around Rumeli in Istanbul were granted to the Gans
Company.^
In the process of converting gas light fittings at
Dolmabahqe Palace to electricity alterations were car
ried out to many chandeliers, lampstands, bracket and
wall lights, and additional light fittings designed for
electricity were also installed. Many electrical pendant
light fittings can be seen in that section of the Harem
known as the Cariyeler Dairesi.

T

1 Dolmabahge Gas Works today. Part of the plant was demolished
when inonii Stadium was being enlarged in the 1960s.

2 Crystal torchere in the Medhal Salon.

7 H E D I F F E R E N T C A T E G O R IE S O F L I G H T

F IT T IN G S

AT

DO LM ABAH Q E

PALACE

The interior light fittings at Dolmabah^e Pal
ace are among the most striking furnishings
here. They include crystal chandeliers and torcheres,
bronze chandeliers with decorative crystal elements,
and silver, brass and bronze ceiling fittings, pendant
lights, torcheres, bracket lamps, wall lights and lan
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3 One of the bronze and crystal chandeliers in the palace.

Crystal Staircase, the Siifera Salon, Ztilvecheyn Salon
and Muayede Salon were the state rooms representing
the public face of the palace, and hence the most valu
able and magnificent chandeliers were found here.
Many other crystal chandeliers of varying sizes hang
in the other rooms of the Mabeyn, their size varying
according to the size and functions of their location.

NATI ONAL

Some of the chandeliers, as in the case of that in the
(^inili Salon, combine bronze and crystal. The main
stem and branches are of bronze, embellished with
crystal elements.
There are many metal pendant lamps in the palace
Harem, particularly the private rooms, halls and corri
dors. All are interesting examples illustrating contem-
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4 A chandelier adorned with bunches of grapes made of coloured
glass with metal leaves in the Cariyeler Dalresi.
5 Bronze torchere with animal figures on the plinth in the
Cariyeler Dairesi.

6 Torchere in the Harem Binek Salon at Dolmabah^e Palace.
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7 Ottoman Turkish inscription reading "Tamirhane-i Hiimayun Mamuiati 1324" (made at the Imperial Repair Shop 1324)
set in a medallion on the base of the same torchere.
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by carriage) and reception room number 189 in the
Harem are decorated with figures of animals such as
lions, bulls, bison, giraffes and rhinoceros. At the top
of the stand are figures of birds forming the lamp sock
ets and finials in the form of crescents. The torcheres
standing in opposite corners of the Harem Binek Salon
on the landward side are unusual examples of Turkish
craftsmanship. In a medallion on the base is written
"Made at the Imperial Repair Shop, 1324".
Silver and bronze candelabras on tables and brack
ets are to be seen all around the palace, and there are
some extremely precious porcelain candlesticks and oil
lamps. On the base of one of the silver candelabra on
the table in the Harem Binek Salon is inscribed the
words "Her Highness the Virtuous Pertevniyal Valide
Sultan" and the date 1287 AH, suggesting that this
might have been a gift from Sultan Abdiilaziz to his
mother. Dates and Ottoman Turkish inscriptions occur
very rarely on the candelabra and candlesticks in the
palace, and are of value in determining where and for
whom objects were made.
Another category of light fittings is bracket and wall
lights. In the corridors and small room there are also
bracket candelabra for candles.
Hand-held lanterns form another category of lights
which were used throughout the palace. Many metal
and glass lanterns are to be seen in the corridors in
particular.
These light fittings and lanterns display the features
of various nineteenth century styles, as do the other
furnishings and architectural elements of Dolmabahce
Palace.

O

RIGINS AND MATEMALS OF THE CRYS
TAL CHANDEUERS AND TORCHERES AT
D O LM A BA H ^ PALACE The crystal chan
deliers and torcheres in the Ottoman palac
es were not only functional but decorative. They origi
nate from diverse countries and display a wide range
of materials and designs.
Developments in the formulas used for glass over
the centuries affected the decorative techniques and
applications of this material, and a brief account of this
material is called for here before going on to discuss
the light fittings themselves.
The term glass commonly refers to that made of a
combination of silica (sand), sodium carbonate (sodaash) and calcium carbonate (limestone); whereas crys
tal glass, which is softer, heavier and has a lower melt
ing point, contains lead oxide which gives the glass its
peculiar brilliance. The lead in such glass makes it
heavier and allows light to disperse through it at a
higher rate. It is also more resonant than ordinary soda
glass, and the softness facilitates such processes of dec
oration as engraving, cutting and polishing.'* It was ex
perimentation by makers to improve the colour and
clarity of their glassware towards the end of the eight
eenth century which led to the discovery of crystal
glass in England, where it was known as crown glass.

8 Silver torchere in the Harem Binek Salon.
9 Ottoman Turkish inscription reading "ismetlii Pertevniyal Valide
Sultan Aliyetii§?an Hazretleri 1287" (Her Highness the Virtuous
Pertevniyal Valide Sultan 1287 AH) on the base.

porary tastes in decoration. Of particular note are the
pendant lamps decorated with yellow, green and pink
glass lamp shades in the form of bunches of grapes in
the Cariyeler Dairesi of the Harem.
In the reception rooms are sets of four torcheres of
silver or bronze, exquisitely decorated. The pedestals
of the gilded bronze torcheres in the Kuqiik Binek Sa
lon (smaller of the reception rooms for those leaving
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Crystal glassware factories subsequently opened in
both England and France.^
Dolmabahqe Palace and the other palaces, kasirs and
ko§ks contain m agnificent exam ples of crystal
chandeliers, many among the finest ever made. While
most were purchases some were received as gifts. They
were manufactured in several different countries, and
include examples of Italian Murano, French Baccarat,
Czechoslovakian Bohemian and English crystal. Some
were delivered in individual sections and assembled in
designs which reflected local tastes.
Among the carpets, porcelain and to a much lesser
extent the furniture at the National Palaces are exqui
site examples of Turkish craftsmanship. The furnishing
silks, carpets and rugs woven for the imperial palaces
at Hereke Imperial Factory, the Yildiz vases made at
the Yildiz Imperial Porcelain Factory, and furniture
made by the palace craftsmen at Yildiz Palace are cases
in point. Yet curiously, no equivalent standards of lo
cal craftsmanship can be seen where crystal is con
cerned. While possibly this can be attributed to tradi
tional Turkish glass makers preferring to work with ac
customed forms rather than attempt new and challeng
ing applications, ^ political factors seem to have been
involved as well.
Ottoman industry failed to respond to the changes
brought about by the industrial revolution which be
gan in England. While France, Germany, Belgium,
Holland and Austria succeeded in establishing modern
industries in the first half of the nineteenth century,
Ottoman Turkey was unable to alter its system of man
ufacture to anything like a corresponding degree.
Manufacturing based on traditional skills employed in
small scale workshops was soon unable to compete
with the mass production of industry based on new
knowhow, large amounts of capital and modern ma
chinery.^
From 1838 onwards the Ottoman Empire signed
many new trade agreements with Britain and other Eu
ropean states. Trade relations with Britain and France
surged ahead during the nineteenth century,® and
these countries found a large and easy market for their
goods in the empire. Among much else Britain export
ed large quantities of glassware, including crystal
chandeliers and torcheres, to Ottoman Turkey.^ Al
though efforts were made to modernise Turkish glass
making, for both technical and commercial reasons the
sector was unable to compete and failed to develop.
The glass factory established at (^ubuklu in Istanbul in
1848 during the reign of Sultan Abdiilmecid was one
initiative aimed at competing with European manufac
turers. Glass and crystal ware with blue opaque twist
decoration known as ge§m-i bulbul (literally "nightin
gale's eye" ware) produced here in relatively small
quantities is today seen only rarely in museums and
private collections.’” Ahmet Fethi Pa§a, a nineteenth
century statesman who served in many important
posts at a time when trade between Turkey and the
West was expanding rapidly, launched numerous pro-
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10-11 Neo-gothic style characterises both furniture and light fittings at
12

the palace.
The magnificent chandelier in the Muayede Salon symbolises
the level attained by glass technology in the nineteenth century.

13

Label on the shaft of an English chandelier.

13
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14 Detail of an exquisite chandelier consisting of many different crystal forms.
15 Detail of the coloured crystal chandelier in the Valide Sultan Reception Room.
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16
16 Italian Murano chandelier in the Mesclt.

dered from a chandelier maker in London for the new
palace, and that Prince Albert and the Russian crown
prince who was visiting London at the time had gone
to see this celebrated chandelier after it was completed.
Evidently it was an outstanding piece of work.'^
According to another document, a chandelier and its
mounts worth 365 pounds sterling were sent from

jects aimed at modernising Ottoman industry, includ
ing the establishment of a modern glass factory."
Several nineteenth century documents refer to Eng
lish chandeliers purchased for the Ottoman palaces.
While Dolmabah(;e Palace was still under construction
Ceride-i HavMis newspaper reported on 20 §evval 1269
(27 July 1853) that a crystal chandelier had been or
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England on 3 Kanun-i evvel 1857 to Ahmet Fethi Pa§a,
who was responsible for purchases for the imperial
palaces. On 4 March 1858 a gas chandelier and appur
tenances worth 114 pounds 14 shillings and sixpence
were shipped to Turkey on a merchant vessel, the Nor
m a n . T h e most spectacular of all the English chande
liers at Dolmabah^e Palace is that which still hangs in
the Muayede Salon, a throne room with an area of 2000
square metres, 56 columns and a dome 36 metres in di
ameter. Such a monumental room required a propor
tionately large chandelier, and the English made chan
delier hanging from the majestic dome has 664 sconces
and weighs 4.5 tons. This chandelier is a symbol of the
volume of Ottoman-British trade at this period. A
plaque on the shaft writes, "This chandelier was
planned and executed (by) Frederick Rixon of the firm
of HANCOCK RIXON DUNT, N o.l COCKSPUR
STREET, LONDON June 1853".
From register number 2691 in the National Palaces
Archive we learn that chandeliers together with spare
parts were ordered from London and Paris for ^iragan
Palace built for Sultan Abdiilaziz, and arrived packed
in cases.’"* Some of these chandeliers may well have
been hung in Beylerbeyi Palace, which was also being
built around this time. Thus we find that the importa
tion of crystal chandeliers from Britain and France con
tinued through the reign of Abdiilmecid’s younger
brother Abdiilaziz.
No similar documentation exists for French Baccarat
chandeliers and torcheres. However, Georges de
Leusse, director of the Baccarat factory, who visited
Dolmabah(je Palace on 18 March 1993 confirmed that
the pair of identical chandeliers hanging at the en
trance to the Medhal Salon and near the Crystal Stair
case, the four crystal chandeliers in the same room, the
chandelier in the Hatira Salon and that in the bedroom
thought to belong to Sultan Abdiilaziz were made at
Baccarat. In addition he expressed the view that the
chandeliers hanging in the Valide Sultan's Drawing
Room, the Blue Salon and the Music Room were in
typical Baccarat style and almost certainly originated
from that factory.
Only two chandeliers of Italian Murano glass can be
seen at Dolmabah^e Palace today. One of these is the
unusual chandelier in a combination of colours hang
ing in the Mescid, and the other is in the dressing room
of the Imperial Hamam.
The Venetians, who maintained their superiority in
glass manufacture until the seventeenth century, had
exported glassware to Turkey from very early times.
But from 1670 onwards Venetian glass makers were
rapidly overtaken by their rivals in Germany and other
European countries. In Bohemia glass containing pot
ash and lime which was eminently suitable for engrav
ing and cutting was developed, while in England the
fiery lead crystal glass with diffractive qualities highly
suited to cut decoration appeared. Venetian glass soon
lost its markets, and by the mid-eighteenth century
England was Europe's largest glass manufacturer and
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exporter,’®which explains why so few Murano chande
liers are to be seen at Dolmabah^e.
Human ingenuity and determination carried light
ing techniques forward from simple firelight to lamps
of diverse types which were not merely intended to il
luminate interiors, but to ornament them as well. One
of the most extravagant manifestations of this dual
purpose, chandeliers first came into use in Europe in
the late sixteenth century. Consisting of several
branches supporting sconces for candles and later gas
or electric lamps, the fairly simple structure of early
chandeliers developed into the large and complex crys
tal chandeliers of later centuries, in which the light was
reflected by cut crystal drops and other crystal forms.
Originally these reflecting elements were carved from
rock crystal, which was later replaced by crystal glass.
Before long, the metal branches had faded from sight
beneath swathes of crystal, and from the eighteenth
century onwards crystal chandeliers of this type were
being manufactured in many European countries. The
pinnacle of this genre occurred in Regency England,
when chandeliers were designed to resemble cascades
pouring into a pool encircled by lights. The introduc
tion of electricity brought with it new designs suited to
this form of energy.'^
Chandeliers sym bolise Europe's technological
progress in the nineteenth century. A project has been
launched for the conservation and preservation of the
chandeliers and torcheres in the collection, which form
a significant category of furnishings at Dolmabahre
Palace.
Chandeliers consist of a central section known as the
column or shaft, usually terminating in a decorative
finial, the arms or branches, crystal bowls carrying the
sconces, ropes of cut crystal buttons, hanging drops
and lamps. In addition they may incorporate diverse
other decorative and structural elements. Pendant
drops are a feature common to chandeliers and
torcheres of many designs, and I have begun by classi
fying these according to form, as well as measuring
their weight and size. Scale drawings of several differ
ent examples can be seen on the opposite page.
Fig. 1 Drop belonging to the large chandelier in the
Medhal Salon.
Fig. 2 Drop decorating the inverse sconces of the small
chandelier at the entrance to the Medhal Salon. Similar
drops of various sizes can be seen on other chandeliers
and torcheres in the palace.
Fig. 3 Drop belonging to the small chandelier at the
entrance to the Medhal Salon.
Fig. 4 Drop from the small chandelier near the Crystal
Staircase in the Medhal Salon.
Fig. 5 Drop from the large chandeliers in Room num
ber 3 and the Kiigiik Binek Salon (room number 19).
Figs. 6,8,10 Various drops belonging to the large crys
tal torcheres in the four corners of the Medhal Salon.
Fig. 7 Crystal spear in the bowls of the same torcheres.
Fig. 9 Crystal spear forming the finials of the same
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EXAMPLES OF CRYSTAL DROPS ON THE CHANDELIERS AND TORCHERES AT DOLMABAHQE PALACE
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torcheres.
Fig. 12 Crystal star affixed to the metal hoop.
Fig. 20 One of the drops on the magnificent chandelier
over the Crystal Staircase.
Figs. 21-22 Drops on the crystal torcheres in the Siifera
Salon (number 26) and Ziilvecheyn Salon (number 39).
Fig. 13 Glass flowers on the metal hoop at the extremi
ty of the same torcheres.
Fig. 17 Crystal bars forming the large bowls on the
shafts of the chandeliers in rooms number 18, 31 and
62.
Fig. 15 Colourless, red, blue and gilded bells on the
chandeliers in rooms number 28, 20 and 62.
Fig. 14 Drops on the coloured chandeliers hanging
over the Halife Staircase and in the Red Room (number
62). Similar drops of different sizes occur on many of
the palace chandeliers.
Fig. 11 Green drops on the chandelier in room number
47.
Fig. 16 Extremely large drops on the large torcheres in
the corners of the Muayede Salon.
Fig. 18 An unusual design on the crystal torcheres in
the corners of the Blue Salon (number 67).

NOTES

Fig. 19 An interesting drop on the chandelier in salon
number 106 and the torcheres in the Blue Salon.
Crystal drops similar to those illustrated in the fig
ures and briefly described above can be seen on many
different chandeliers and torcheres throughout the
palace.
Our study of the crystal chandeliers and torcheres
and project for their conservation will include exami
nation of each component of these light fittings, which
are all the product of outstanding skill and design.
This unique palace on the shores of the Bosphorus
is today a museum whose buildings and contents are
not only of great interest in terms of art history, but al
so of nineteenth century technology. The lighting ele
ments are particularly relevant in this respect, as well
as being works of art which both illuminate and em
bellish the palace interiors. The sound of the pendant
crystal drops of diverse colours striking against one
another as air currents catch them is the last evocative
sound remaining from the past, when voices and
strains of music rang through the rooms and corridors
of Dolmabahqie.
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Th e H a r em A t D o l m a b a h ^ e P a l a c e
Necdet Sakaoglu*

ustave Flaubert, who visited Istanbul in
bert and others, including the Turkish intelligentsia,
1850, wrote in his diary, "The harem of
and the real harem have not been adequately exam
the East will disappear within a century.
ined. In consequence this institution is insufficiently
The European type of woman is infec
understood. The assumption that the Ottoman Palace
tious. The day will come when oriental
Harem Apartments were filled with hundreds of
women will begin to read novels. Fare
young girls dedicated to fulfilling the padi§ah’s carnal
well to Turkish peace and tranquillity!... The "old"
is is far from the truth, yet remains a widely held
desires
everywhere cracking and disintegrating!"'
fallacy among westerners in particular. In fact the pal
The word "Harem" has always conjured up images
ace harem was an extremely well organised and disci
of a colourful world of music and amusement, where
plined institution, whose structure corresponded in
voluptuous women lived isolated from the outside
many ways to that of the Enderun, the palace house
world. Fed on a rich diet of imagination and fantasy
hold where young boys were enrolled to train as serthese associations were naturally fertile ground for in
numerable stories and novels. The parallels and dis
1 Dolmabah^e Palace Harem Dairesi as seen from the garden
crepancies between the harem as conceived by Flau
behind the palace.
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vants to the sultan and to hold public office. Similarly
the harem trained young girls as servants to the
padi§ah's wives and daughters and as officials who
served a myriad of functions.
The palace harem differed completely in both status
and structure from those of secondary palaces and
grand households, encompassing as it did many dif
ferent sections and departments.
All those parts of the Ottoman palace where the
padi§ah spent his private life were referred to collec
tively as the Harem-i Hiimayun. Therefore this en
compassed both the Harem Dairesi and the Enderun.
However, blind walls and bronze gates separated the
women of the Harem from the pages of the Enderun.
The Harem-i Hiimayun of Topkapi Palace begins at
the Babiissaade (Gate of Felicity) at the Enderun side
and at the Araba Kapisi (Carriage Gate) on the Harem
Dairesi side, their respective inner courtyards, gar
dens and ko§ks (pavilions) being located in separate
areas divided by high walls.
The Harem Dairesi was an immense complex en
compassing the living quarters of the reigning sultan,
his mother (Valide Sultan), his consorts {kadmefendis
and ikbals), his sons (§ehzades), and his daughters
(sultanefendis), service areas, and the quarters of the
black eunuchs {harem a^as) and female slaves {cariyes). All services in the Harem Dairesi were carried out
by the cariyes and harem agas. When the reigning
padi§ah died or was deposed, large scale changes took
place in a process known as gikma. Those members of
the Enderun who had been in the personal service of
the previous padi§ah were appointed to posts outside
the palace, and the Valide Sultan, kadmefendis, fa
vourites (ikbal or gdzde), sultanefendis and some of
the cariyes were sent to the Eski Saray (Old Palace),
while the §ehzades were placed under close supervi
sion in the kafes (cage) apartments. Upon his accession
to the throne, the new padi§ah selected the pages who
would serve him in the Enderun, and installed his
mother, consorts and new cariyes in the harem.
This tradition continued to be observed at Topkapi
Palace until the reign of Mahmud II in the early nine
teenth century, and the families of former sultans
spent the rest of their lives in the Eski Saray.
The reign of Mahmud II (1808-1839) marked many
changes in palace life, including the removal of the
royal seat from Topkapi to the waterfront palaces of
Be§ikta§. The Harem Dairesi was also affected by the
new attitudes, which combined European innovations
with palace traditions. However this new interpreta
tion was not reflected with unqualified success on the
palaces of Be§ikta§ and ^iragan built by Mahmud II.
Moltke, who visited Istanbul in 1835, commented that
Mahmud II was an enthusiastic builder. This German
officer was given permission to visit the new, mainly
timber, palace at (^iragan, whose marble staircases de
scended to the water's edge: "The large salon in the
Harem Apartments is the loveliest of all," declares
Moltke. "It occupies two floors and is illuminated
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from above. The rooms of the women open off either
side."2 So we learn that the Harem Dairesi at (^iragan
Palace consisted of the traditional Turkish house plan
of rooms leading off a central gallery or sofa. Since the
palaces constructed by Mahmud II have not survived
to the present day, only the Harem Dairesi of
Dolmabah^e Palace illustrates the later form of the Ot
toman palace harem following the advent of western
influence. It is fortunate that this section has been pre
served intact apart from repairs and minimal altera
tions.
Unlike the unresolved enigmas which face the his-

2

Sultan Mahmud II, who abandoned Topkapi Palace in favour of
his new palaces on the Bosphorus.

torian at Topkapi Palace Harem, where the functions
of some areas remain unclear, at Dolmabah^e the plan
brings clarity to the harem organisation under later
sultans. Moreover, several people who actually lived
in or visited the Harem Dairesi at Dolmabah^e Palace
wrote their memoirs, which allow us to bring this spa
tial evidence to life. Many of the wives, daughters and
sons of the last Ottoman Sultans, and their servants
were still alive until the 1950s. What a pity that their
reminiscences were not recorded; that they were not
taken around the palace and harem apartments where
they spent their youth to jog their memories of the
past. Only a limited number of memoirs compensate
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for this loss, the earliest being those of the palace dur
ing the reign of Abdiilaziz (1861-1876) by the compos
er Leyla Saz, a childhood friend of the Ottoman prin
cesses. She recorded her accounts of palace and harem
customs {Harem ve Saray Addt-i Kadimesi) and life in
the Imperial Harem and Palaces {Harem-i Hiimai/un ve
Sultan Saraylari) which were published in lleri and
Vakit newspapers between 1920 and 1922.^ Other not
able memoirs are those of Safiye Unuvar {Saray
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Hatiralarmi), Ay§e O sm anoglu {Babam Sultan
Abdiilhamid) and Halid Ziya U§akligil {Saray ve Otesi).
Other memoirs refer to the palace but make no men
tion of the harem, such as those by Lutfi Simavi {Sul
tan Mehmed Re§ad Han'in ve Halife'nin Sarayinda
Gorduklerim).
The Harem Dairesi of Dolmabah^e Palace, which is
the subject of this article, adjoins the Daire-i Hususi or
Hiinkar Dairesi (Royal Apartments) located north of
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(1826-1858) and Sarkis (1831-1899). It is evident that
when designing the imperial palace commissioned by
Sultan Abdtilmecid, they took close note of the palace
traditions and structure which had evolved over the
centuries in the Ottoman capitals of Bursa, Edirne and
finally Istanbul over the centuries, and included the
Harem Dairesi in their modern approach, which dif
fered significantly from that of earlier palaces.
A very rational plan was applied in this new Harem
Dairesi, which consisted of two main storeys over a
basement.
The two private suites of rooms (Daire-i Hususi),
each arranged around a large salon on the lower and
upper storey and situated on the side of the harem
wing overlooking the sea, belonged to the padi^ah and
valide sultan respectively. As at Topkapi Palace, the
padi§ah’s link with the harem was through the apart
ments of the valide sultan. The large reception rooms
known today as the Pink and Blue Salons in the pri
vate apartments were designed for ceremonies and
celebrations held in the Harem, such as bayram cere
monies, circumcisions and mevlid (celebrations of the
Prophet's nativity).
Generally known as the Cariyeler Dairesi, this wing
represents the spatial resolutions as adapted for the
Harem in this transition period between the old and
new life styles, in terms of its plan, vertical and hori
zontal links, proportions and decoration. The rooms
were so planned that suites of rooms, whether on one

The Muayede Salon (Ceremonial Hall) used for religious and
official ceremonies.
The Pink Salon, one of the main rooms in Dolmabah^e Palace
Harem.
The Blue Room, used for ceremonies in Oolmabah9 e Palace
Harem.

the Muayede Salonu (Ceremonial Hall or Throne
Room). When comparison is drawn with the classical
Ottoman palace, we find that the Mabeyn-i Hiimayiin
and Muayede Salonu correspond to the Arz Odasi,
Has Oda and interior pavilions, while the Daire-i
Hususi and Harem Dairesi correspond to the Harem-i
Hiimayun.
The main structure of Dolmabah^e Palace, whose
architecture displays strong European influences, in
cludes a special wing for the exclusive use of the
kadmefendis. Lying at rightangles to the main wing
on the landward facade of the palace, this is one of the
distinguishing features of Dolmabah^e Palace, and the
sole surviving example of the interpretation of the
oriental harem through the vehicle of western archi
tecture. This successful combination of eastern culture
and Ottoman palace tradition with western concepts
of architecture is one of the most notable achievements
of the Balyan family of architects. The architectural
styles and symmetric plans of Europe were applied to
numerous new palaces and mansions in Istanbul by
Garabet Balyan (1800-1866) and his sons Nikogos
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One of the main corridors in the Cariyeler Dairesi, the wing of the
Harem lying at right angles to the main palace. The rooms

and reserved for the valide sultan, ba§kadmefendi
(hrst wife), and unmarried sultanefendis, each of a
size and richness of decoration appropriate to their
status.
The Harem apartments are all similar in terms of
plan, with doors opening onto the corridor and upper
landing. They consist of a small vestibule off which is
a pantry, box-room and storage cupboards, a lavatory
and washing area, housekeeper's room and between
two and six rooms for the occupant. These apartments
resemble those of the eighteenth century Cariyeler
Dairesi at Topkapi Palace, with the difference that the
raised seating and sleeping platforms or §irvan have
been replaced by bedsteads, and fireplaces and bra
ziers by porcelain stoves. Individual lavatories and
washing facilities are another new feature, as are the
western style furnishings comprising cabinets, bracket
tables, robing mirrors, canopy beds, side tables, hatstands, screens, bracket clocks, silver candelabra and
ewers and basins.
The section of Dolmabah^e Palace known as the Ca
riyeler Dairesi has two storeys of identical plan. These
consist of a large corner apartment with six rooms and
a central sofa on the seaward facade, and ranged be-

opened off these corridors.
Service stairs in the Harem Apartments.
One of the large reception rooms on the upper floor of the
Cariyeler Dairesi.

or two levels, could be created as required by opening
up or closing connecting doors and staircases. This en
abled the accommodation to be adjusted in response
to relations between individual women in the sultan's
family, with their jealousies, rivalries and friendships,
varying numbers, and changing preferences for cer
tain consorts. The corridors, vestibules, stairs, and
broad central sofas perfectly answered the needs of
tradition and protocol in harem life. A kadmefendi
could be allocated two suites either one above the oth
er or adjoining, while a lower ranking ikbal or kalfa
(high ranking servant in the Harem household) could
be allocated a suite of two or three rooms. Such flexi
bility aided in the allocation of accommodation for the
wives, daughters, sons and female officials of each sul
tan, whether fewer or greater in number. The apart
ments overlooking the sea were the most prestigious.
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hind it four three-room and one two-room apartments.
On the other side of the wing is a four-room corner
apartment overlooking the garden, two three-room
apartments, dentist's room and dining room, hamam
(Turkish bath), lavatory, pantry and two rooms over
looking the sea. This makes a total of eighteen separate
apartments and nine when these are linked to form
doublex suites. In addition there are three large sofas,
or central galleries, and seven single rooms on each
floor. The Daire-i Hususi encompassing the apart-

reign of Sultan Mehmed V Re§ad (1909-1918) the sul
tan told him, "It would be appropriate for you to have
a bedroom in the palace so that you may stay over
night if necessary, and indeed rest if you wish during
the daytime". Not only Halid Ziya, but all the officials
of the Mabeyn were allocated their own fully fur
nished rooms in this section of the palace and stayed
the night there when on duty.**
Halid Ziya's memoirs include some interesting in
formation regarding the harem of Dolmabah^e Palace.

ments of the monarch and valide sultan is part of the
plan of the main wing and not included here.
There were also bedrooms and similar private
apartments in the Mabeyn Dairesi or State Apartments
of the palace used by officials on duty, chamberlains,
gentlemen-in-waiting, secretary of the privy purse and
others. When Halid Ziya (U§akligil) was appointed
chief secretary of the Mabeyn-i Hiimayun during the

With the keen observation of the novelist, he tells his
readers, " Those who see the palace only from a dis
tance, or who know the Mabeyn section alone, can
have no real idea of its size and importance. During an
entire day spent going around the palace we realised
just how immense it was; but what really bemused us
was the state of ruination into which this establish
ment had fallen after over thirty years without being
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inhabited... Imperial architect Vedat Bey estimated
that he could make the Mabeyn and the Harem-i
Hiimayun habitable once again within a month".®
Halid Ziya goes on to give a detailed account of the
Harem:
"The Harem-i Hiimayun is the section reserved for
the monarch himself and his household. By his house
hold you should not assume that what is intended is
his wives and children. On the contrary, they are ac
commodated beyond the Harem-i Hiimayun proper in

9

the apartments ranged along the building on the side
nearest the road but invisible from without. The vari
ous apartments allocated to each person are in the na
ture of individual palaces. These were immediately re
paired and cleaned."^ The repairs in question were car
ried out by the architect Vedat Tek in 1909.
"One evening when I was on duty the musahip
(gentlemen-in-waiting) told me, 'His majesty has eaten
dinner and performed the evening prayers. He will
perform the night prayers in the Harem. He wishes to

One of the large reception rooms on the upper floor of the

speak with you."' Later Sultan Re§ad asked Halid Ziya
to accompany him as far as the Harem, the musahip
lighting the way with a silver lamp. Halid Ziya contin
ues, "It was a long way to the Harem... I had often tra
versed it when summoned to the Harem. The corridor
began at the extremity of the Mabeyn, skirted the Muayede Salon and passed through the section of the
Harem-i Hiimayun adjoining it... The iron door on the

Carlyeler Dairesi.
10 An upper floor room overlooking the sea in Dolmabah9 e Palace
Harem. This room, used by Mehmed V Re§ad as a bedroom, had
probably belonged to the first wife of an earlier sultan.
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11 The first upper floor salon in the Cariyeler Dairesi.
Both decoration and furnishings are remarkably plain.
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12
12 The corridor described by Halid Ziya U^akligil linking the

apartment, which was situated in an annex to the
main Harem-i Hiimayun. This apartment was equal to
a sizeable residence and furnished with exquisite Hereke fabrics, but the furniture was much simpler than
that in the Harem-i Hiimayun, and the building lacked
the splendour of the latter. Therefore it was decided
that the meeting should take place in the large room
on the landward side of a large salon on the upper
floor. The staircases and galleries leading to that room
were possessed of the desired magnificence. A selec
tion of cabinets and vases were borrowed from vari
ous members of the imperial household and placed in
the chosen room."^
During the reign of Mehmed Re§ad both harem and
palace were served by a mere skeleton staff. As Halid
Ziya remarks, "Dolmabahc^e Palace had so few officials
and servants that it was virtually empty. Apart from
the servants there were a handful of watchmen, the oc
casional harem aga (black eunuch), the chamberlains,
no more than four secretaries and the same number of
aides. Tranquillity reigned in the palace! The sultan
only emerged from the harem at a late hour around
noon... Unlike oriental rulers such as the Sultan of
Marrakesh Sultan Re§ad did not have hundreds of od
alisques in addition to his four wives. There were
three kadmefendi who had borne him children and

IWabeyn to the Harem Dairesi. The women of the harem used to
watch ceremonies held in the Muayede Salon through the
windows in this corridor.

Mabeyn side would be unlocked by the musahip on
duty, and after entering locked again on the inside. A
long walk brought one to the end of the corridor at the
Harem side, where one stopped in front of a second
iron door. The musahip would strike on the door with
his fist or the key in his hand, and the musahip on du
ty in the Harem opened the door from within. Having
entered the Harem the door was locked behind."^
On another occasion the writer took the same route
to the Harem by night again, but this time entered the
second iron door and went as far as the sultan's bed
room in the Hiinkar Dairesi to report Hiiseyin Hilmi
Pa§a' resignation. Sultan Re§ad received him in an er
mine robe and felt slippers.®
During the state visit to Turkey of King Ferdinand
of Bulgaria, the queen was received in the Harem by
the sultan’ first wife. Halid Ziya writes, "We were wor
ried because the Harem-i Hiimayun was so plainly
furnished, lacking all those details which might im
press a foreign queen. The visit could naturally not
take place in the ba§kadmefendi's (first wife) private
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one ba§ ikbal (first favourite) of which we were
aware".’°
In her memoirs, Safiye (Uniivar) Hamm, who was
governess to the royal children, writes that Sultan
Re§ad used to wake early and read the Koran in his
own apartment before taking breakfast. He then used
to call the ba§ katibe (female chief secretary) and hazinedar usta (first lady of the treasury) and give his or
ders for the day. At meal times the waiters, accompa
nied by the harem agas, would carry the traditional
trays of food and distribute them to the various apart
ments. The kalfas (female housekeepers) and acemi cariyes (novice servant girl) served at table.” This tradi
tion was extremely wasteful and expensive, since the
variety and quantity of dishes was immense. An at
tempt was made by Lutfii Simavi to introduce a table
d'hote system to reduce costs, but the imperial harem
successfully resisted this innovation.^^
An earlier memory of Dolmabah^e Palace Harem
Dairesi is recorded by Mabeynci Fahri Bey in his
tbretniima. In his account of the deposal of Sultan Aziz
on 30 May 1876 he writes: "Elmas Aga ran from the
harem and asked for one of those on duty. I stepped
forward and presented myself. He took me right to the
bedroom of his majesty in the Harem. When his majes
ty saw me he asked what was the matter.... He came
out of his room into the sofa and looked out of the
window overlooking the sea, then returned to his bed
room. The valide sultan, kadmefendis, ladies of the
Treasury and other kalfas were in the sofa, as well as
the musahip agas and kizlaragasi (chief black eunuch)
Cevher Aga... Just then we heard knocking on the
door of the Mabeyn".^^
Ay§e Osmanoglu, the daughter of Abdiilhamid 11
who was deposed in 1909, describes her visit to her
uncle Sultan Re§ad at Dolmabah^e Palace in 1912:
"There was no one but a couple of katibe kalfa (female
secretaries)... Of the former members of the harem
household 1 noticed just a few kalfas".*'*

Sultan Abdiilmecid (1839-1861) lived in Dolmabah^e Palace for just five years between 1856 and 1861,
but his younger brother Sultan Abdiilaziz spent all his
reign (1861-1876) here. He was succeeded by Murad
V, who reigned here for just three months before their
younger brother Abdiilhamid II acceded in 1876.
Abdiilhamid II moved to the palace complex at Yildiz
shortly afterwards and Dolmabahqe Palace was left
virtually empty and neglected. Only a few elderly fe
male servants remained in the Harem Dairesi. When
Sultan Re§ad acceded to the Ottoman throne in 1909
he settled in Dolmabah^e, but removed his household
to Yildiz Palace in 1915. Mehmed VI Vahideddin
(1918-1922) also lived at Yildiz. After the dissolution of
the monarchy. Caliph Abdiilmecid, the son of Sultan
Abdiilaziz, became the last occupant of Dolmabahcje
Palace between 1922 and 1924. He and his wives and
children departed from the Harem Dairesi on 4 March
1924 to go into exile. The last member of the Ottoman
dynasty to be born at Dolmabahqe Palace Harem was
Hanzade, the daughter of ^ h zad e Omer Faruk Efendi
(son of Sultan Abdulmecid) and Sabiha Sultan (daugh
ter of Sultan Mehmed VI Vahideddin), on 12 Novem
ber 1923.
The palace harem was run by a complex hierarchy
of female servants and officials, including in decreas
ing order of importance the hazinedar usta, hiinkar
kalfa, kahya kadm, hazinedars, kalfas, §akirds and acemis. Strict rules of etiquette and protocol governed
their behaviour. Gossiping about the affairs of the har
em to outsiders was forbidden. Young girls who en
tered the harem were educated not only in palace eti
quette but in music, dancing, puppetry and numerous
other skills. After a minimum seven years in service
they were given permission to leave the palace em
ploy when they wished to be married. Girls of Circas
sian, Georgian and less commonly Turkish extraction
continued to be accepted as novices in the harem until
the members of the Ottoman dynasty were sent into
exile in 1924.
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A T u r k is h P ia n o A t D o l m a b a h c e P a l a c e
Suha Umur*

he Muzika-i Hiimayun or Imperial Or
chestra was established in 1828, and the
Italian composer and conductor Donizetti
was appointed as director with the title
"Master in Chief of the Ottoman Imperial
Orchestras". Within a brief time Donizetti
had his students playing western style pieces,
1831 the Imperial Orchestra played the Mahmudiye
March composed by Donizetti for Mahmud II at Beylerbeyi Palace. This new style of music aroused curios
ity which later turned into genuine interest, and the

T
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fashion for what was known as "alafranga" (European
style) music soon spread from the palace to the upper
circles of Ottoman society.
Before long western music was being played and
listened to more than traditional Turkish music in the
palace. Sultan Mahmud II wanted his children to learn
and
in
western
music, and his son Sultan Abdiilmecid was
even more enthusiastic. The royal princes and many
of the women of the palace harem learned to play the
piano, and some composed in the western genre. Nu
merous pianos were purchased for the palace, includ-

p a l a c e s
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1 Steinway piano bearing the arms of the last Ottoman caliph
Abdiilmecid Efendi in the Music Room.

2 Erard piano bearing the tugra of Sultan Abdiilmecid in the Siifera
Salon.

3 Erard piano in the Ziilvecheyn Salon.
4 Crystal piano by the French maker Gaveau in the Camli K6§k at
Dolmabah9 e Palace. Probably the wooden case of this piano was
replaced by crystal at the palace workshop.
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5 The piano constructed by Kastamonulu Mehmed Efendi which
now stands in Room 214 in the Cariyeler Dairesi.
6 The interior of the same piano.

pairing pianos constructed one in the Marangozhane-i
Hiimayun (Imperial Carpentry Shop).
As appreciation of western music spread, shops
selling musical instruments and sheet music opened
in Beyoglu. One of these was owned by Antoine
CommendingerV who was also a piano manufacturer.
He had pianos made abroad and sold them in Istanbul
under the Commendinger name.
Although the piano is today possibly the most
widespread instrument of all, it has a relatively short
history of less than three hundred years. It was in
vented only in the early eighteenth century as a modi
fied version of earlier instruments.
Stringed instruments played with the fingers such

ing several custom-built grand pianos. Today we see a
piano in each individual apartment in the Cariyeler
Dairesi at the Harem of Dolmabahge Palace. All these
pianos required tuning, maintenance and repair, and
as in the case of the music teachers, tuners and repair
ers must have been hired from abroad at first. In time
Turkish piano tuners and repairers were trained and
took the place of foreigners. One of these craftsman
was Kastamonulu Mehmed Efendi, who as well as re
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as the lyre, sitar and harp were the forerunners of a
thirteenth century instrument, the psaltery, which had
been introduced into mediaeval Europe from the East
in the twelfth century. The psaltery was very similar
to the kanun (a Turkish zither), with parallel strings
which were played by plucking or by striking with
two sticks.
In the early fifteenth century the clavichord evolved
from the psaltery. The clavichord produced sound by
the striking of metal tongues known as tangents
against the strings, and in the early sixteenth century
clavichords had seven double strings and a keyboard
of 24 white and 13 black keys. Each string produced
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several different pitches depending on where the tan
gents impacted. In the eighteenth century a separate
string was allocated to each key to produce an indi
vidual note. Despite the double strings, the sound of
the clavichord is soft, a disadvantage which its de
scendant the piano overcame.
Another instrument which evolved from the psal
tery was the virginals, which has keys like the clavi
chord but whose action consists of plucking by quills.
From this instrument developed the harpsichord.
The harpsichord produced a more forceful tone but
did not permit the player to lend the nuance of ex
pression possible with instruments played with a
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modern piano: strings at enormous tension, hammers
covered with wool felt to soften the sound, an
escapement^ which caused the hammers to return im
mediately, so allowing the strings to vibrate, and
dampers which fell upon the strings when the keys
were released to suppress the vibration.
According to Mahmut Ragip Gazimihal, "the fact
that the first pianos at the palaces of Istanbul were re
ferred to as fortepiano indicates that the earliest exam
ples probably arrived prior to 1775, and hence before
Erard's square pianoforte made its appearance; and
that this early term continued in use for some years".'^
In his ode in praise of western musical instruments,
the poet Avni (1826-1883) wrote of the piano.
The fortepiyane [piano] is a sublime instrument
The sole jar worthy o f the peal o f wine
Its sound is produced as in the organ
Its air similar to the santiir [dulcimer]
The musician plays it with his fingers
Arousing men's amazement and admiration
Lend an ear to its melody at musical gatherings
And Venus herself zvould fall in love with its harmony
Innovations made to Cristofori's piano by the
Frenchman Marius in 1716, by the German Schroter
(1699-1782) in 1717, and above all by Gottfried Silbermann (1683-1753), led to the development of the
grand piano. Marius called his invention the mallet
harpsichord. Schroter added a special hammer system
which was light and fast in action. Gottfried Silbermann developed this system, and began to produce
his first pianos incorporating this hammer mechanism
from 1720 onwards. Johann Sebastian Bach (16851750) did not approve of the new instrument at first,
pointing out to Silbermann that it had a heavy touch
and the higher notes were weak. Bach remained loyal
to the harpsichord, and wrote no music for the new
fangled piano. The first music written for the piano
were sonatas by Muzio Clementi in 1770.
Silbermann's nephew Johann-Heinrich (1727-1799)
continued his uncle's work and his pianos became fa
mous. Meanwhile an employee of Silbermann's, Jo
hann Andreas Stein (1728-1792) added a mechanism
known as the German (or Viennese) mechanism to his
own pianos. This was developed from Silbermann's
mechanism and prevented the notes from resounding
freely. In Stein's pianos the hammers were covered
with a thin membrane and the mechanism was so
light that the pressure applied to the keys was just 20
grams as opposed to pressure of 80-120 grams for
modern pianos. Mozart, who had used Spath's pianos
up till then, visited Stein in 1777 and expressed great
satisfaction with his pianos. In 1789 Stein added ped
als to his pianos. After his death his daughter and sonin-law Andreas Streicher^ took over and moved the
manufactory to Vienna, where Beethoven (whose
deafness caused him to bang the keys with excessive

plectrum. The notes could not be sustained and had
an invariable tone, since finger touch affected it little
and the mechanism did not admit of detailed accentu
ation. The clavichord on the other hand was highly ex
pressive, but could not be modified to produce a
stronger volume of sound.
In order to combine the desirable qualities of both
instruments, it was necessary to invent a new one. Ex
periments by makers in various parts of Europe even
tually led to the invention of the piano.
The invention of the piano, in which quills were re
placed by hammers, is widely attributed to the Floren
tine musical instrument maker Bartholomeo Cristofori
(1653-1731). Although others invented similar instru
ments both earlier and around the same time in the
first quarter of the eighteenth century, it is Cristofori’s
mechanism dating from 1711 which is the prototype
of that used today. He used the term gravicembalo col
piano e forte ("harpsichord with soft and loud") for his
new instrument, hence the early terms piano e forte or
fortepiano. His piano had the principal elements of the
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force in order to produce sufficient volume) recom
mended certain modifications to the mechanism.
These were implemented, together with a second
sound board to increase the tone.
While the development of the piano forged ahead
in Germany, France, England and Austria, as innova
tions constantly improved the instrument, the harpsi
chord builders did their utmost to obstruct this pro
cess, and managed to stem the tide of its popularity
until the late eighteenth century.

Detail of Kastamonulu Mehmed Efendi's piano.
Another detail from the same piano.
Mechanism of the piano, which was built entirely by palace
craftsmen.

10 Drawing of the piano's mechanism.
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Sebastian Erard (1752-1831) constructed his first pi
ano in 1777. His improvements were quickly adopted
elsewhere, and the popularity of the piano soared.
Ignace Pleyel (1757-1831) was born in Strasbourg as
the twenty-fourth child of thirty-eight, and moved to
Paris in 1795. He had studied under Haydn and com
posed copiously. First he opened a music shop in Par
is, going on to establish a piano factory in 1807. Like
Erard he introduced his own modifications and his in
struments won widespread renown. The rivalry be
tween these two great piano makers from Alsace had
untold benefits for musicians, ending with the victory
of Erard in 1822, when he at last perfected the double
escapemenf on which he had been working for the
previous 40 years. This crucial invention transformed
piano manufacture, playing techniques and composi
tion for piano. It was not long before Pleyel was
obliged to acknowledge the superiority of Erard's pia
nos and to introduce the same mechanism into his
own instruments. This is the mechanism used in mod
ern pianos.

Thousands of manufactories, from small workshops
to large mass production enterprises, opened in Eu
rope, and meanwhile the United States began to make
its contribution to the development of the piano. Here
seven octave pianos with a length of two metres were
produced, substantially larger than the five octave pi
anos of Europe. In 1825, Alpheus Babcock of Boston
took out a patent for a solid cast iron frame and began
to manufacture diagonally strung pianos. Known as
overstringing, this method enabled instruments to be
constructed of a reasonable height with longer strings,
while the solid cast iron frame permitted the even

12 Plaque on the lid of the piano in Room 169 in the Cariyeler Dairesi
reading "Product of the workshop of the Imperial Palace of Yildiz,
Mehmed Usta1320 (1905)".
13 Plaque on the lid of the piano in Room 153 in the Cariyeler Dairesi
reading "Product of the Imperial Workshop, year 1323 (1908),
Kastamonulu Mehmed."

12
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ufacture:® "Register of the workshop concerning a pia
no to be built by piano craftsman Mehmed Efendi es
pecially for His Majesty at an estimated cost of six
hundred and ninety-three kuru§". This document
bears the date 19 Kanunevvel 321, or 1 January 1906.
It seems that Kastamonulu Mehmed Efendi was re
sponsible for repairing the other pianos in the palace.
Inside one of them'' we find a plaque reading "Product
of the Workshop of the Imperial Palace of Yildiz, Meh
med Usta 1320 (1905)", and in the lid of another*” a
plaque reading "Product of the Imperial Repair Shop,
the year 1323 (1908)". Despite the use of the word
"product" (mamulat) the plaques refer merely to re
pairs carried out to these instruments.
I have come across no reference to any other piano
made either at the palaces or anywhere else in Istanbul
during the Ottoman period. Not until 1950 did the
Musical Instrument Construction Department of An
kara Technical Teaching College for Boys manufacture
another piano entirely with parts made by Turkish
craftsmen." In 1957 this department became part of
Ankara State Conservatory, where two more pianos
were made in 1966 and 1973 respectively. Both have
cast iron frames and are overstrung. These pianos are
currently being used by Ankara State Conservatory.

greater tension required by longer strings.^
As piano production soared throughout the world
at the turn of the twentieth century, the first Turkish
made piano was produced at the palace carpentry
shop in 1906. At this time there were over 600 piano
manufacturers in Germany alone, all dedicated to
making the improvements which would give them a
competitive edge. Since the early pianos made by
Cristofori a series of innovations in piano construction
had altered the tone, resonance, and touch of the pia
no. The piano^ made by the Turkish craftsman Mehmed Efendi of Kastamonu is merely a copy of an exist
ing palace piano. It has a wooden frame and straight
strings, and the sound board is made of spruce. It has
seven octaves and two pedals, and dampers which fall
by gravity from above. Every component of the mech
anism is handmade, although the finish is not always
very high quality. The ivory covered keys are 1.5 cm
longer than normal. After so many years it is difficult
to know how Mehmed Efendi's piano sounded origi
nally, but was probably by no means exceptional.
During manufacture the keys were numbered with
Arabic numerals, but there is no other writing of any
sort on or inside the piano. A document in
Dolmabah(je Palace Archive allows us to date its man

NOTES

5 The double escapem ent enables the ham m er to strike the sam e

1 Antoine C om m endinger (1822-1900) w as the H ungarian born

note with any frequency, w ithout returning to its original position.
It enables the ham m er to move with sufficient speed when repeat
ing notes with high frequency in forceful or light crescendos, trills,
mordents or grupettos.

owner of the largest of the first music shops opened in Istanbul. He
purchased the shop in 1872 and named it "Piano et Musique - A.
Com m endinger". This shop rem ained open for m any years, and
when Franz Liszt visited Istanbul in 1847 he stayed in Com m endinger's house on Leh Sokagi (today Nuri Ziya Sokagi).
2 The escapem ent is the most vital part of the piano mechanism ,
enabling the ham m ers to return to their position as soon as they

6 The tension in the strings of a grand piano is around 20,000 kilo
grams.

7 This piano is in Room N o.214 in the C ariy eler Dairesi of
Dolmabah^e Palace.
8 Hazine-i Hassa register, (^:e§itli 1325, D. 52, f. 172, N o.l203.
9 Piano in Room No. 169 at the Cariyeler Dairesi.
10 Piano in Room No. 153 at the Cariyeler Dairesi.
11 M iTH AT A RM AN , BAHRl YA K U T, iBRAHlM SAK A RYA
CAFER A giN .

have struck the string.
3 M AH M UT R. G A ZIM lH A L, Musiki Sozlugii, "Piano-forte", p.
205, Istanbul, 1961.
4 Stein’s daughter Nanette Stein, the wife of Andreas Streicher, was
a friend of Beethoven, who regarded her as a great pianist.
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T u r k ish E m b r o id er ies
A t DoLMABAHgE P a l a c e
Orgiin Bart§ta

Another group in which decorative impact takes pri
ority uses techniques requiring an advanced level of
expertise to embellish fabrics with a designer's eye.
The collection of embroideries at Dolmabahqe Pal
ace represents the finest of the period, and fortunately
they have survived unfavourable storage conditions,
political upheavals and other adversities remarkably
well. Dolmabah^e Palace was only opened to the pub
lic as a museum in 1978, and little conservation work
was carried out prior to that date. Those embroideries
which did suffer decay and damage have been re
stored by the National Palaces Restoration and Con
servation Workshop, and some are now exhibited in
the Harem-i Hiimayun which was opened to the pub
lic in 1993. The exhibits also include embroideries of
palace provenance which were not part of the original
collection but donated or purchased subsequently.
In this article I will discuss some of the embroider
ies exhibited in the Mabeyn-i Hiimayun (State Apart
ments), Harem-i Hiimayun (Imperial Harem) and
§ehzade Dairesi (Apartments of the Princes) at
Dolmabah<;e Palace. As outstanding examples of an
art which is still widely taught at vocational high
schools and other institutions today, these magnificent
pieces by highly accomplished embroiderers are a val
uable source of information and inspiration for all
those interested in embroidery.

mbroideries at Dolmabahqe Palace form an
important collection dating from the second
half of the nineteenth and first quarter of
the twentieth centuries. They are the con
tinuation of the genre of Turkish palace em
broidery which began in the workshops of
Topkapi Palace in the fifteenth century, and illustrate
a wide range of variations in materials, technique and
implements, application, form and composition. These
embroideries include both those made by embroider
ers outside the palace during the last century of the
Ottoman Empire, and those made by the women of
the palace themselves whose education included the
art of embroidery. Not only the cariyes or serving
women of the palace, but the sisters and daughters of
the sultans were often expert embroiderers.
This collection provides extensive information
about Turkish embroidery at a time when traditional
designs and techniques were being influenced by
those introduced from the West, often resulting in a
synthesis of both traditions and experimentation with
new forms and patterns. These embroideries exhibit a
high degree of skill and artistry, and in some cases
bring new dimensions to the art of embroidery. One
group of examples seems inspired by folk art and an
other by figurative painting, while yet another gives a
sense of discovery into new perceptions of the world.

E
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ANGE OF APPLICATIONS Embroidery at
the palace is found on a wide variety of furnishings at the palace, such as curtains, pelJL. m. mets, chair upholstery, cloths for shelves or
side tables, screens, mirror frames, tablecloths, pillow
and cushion cases, quilt covers, valances, doyleys and
mosquito nets appear as accessories in rooms fur
nished in European style. Another class of needlework
is embroidered pictures, including landscapes, por
traits and buildings, panels and inscriptions, and
frames for photographs and paintings.
Interesting examples of unusual applications in
clude the dark red velvet chair cover (inventory num
ber 52/408) embroidered with tambour work in yel
low and red silk in the Cariyeler Dairesi; and the red
velvet panels embroidered in silk and silver thread on

Red velvet chair cover embroidered in tambour work in the
Cariyeler Dairesi of the Harem-i Humayun.
Red velvet pelmet embroidered in the underside couching
technique in the Cariyeler Dairesi.
Curtains embroidered in the underside couching technique in
the rest room of the Harem hamam.
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of Sultan Abdiilhamid (1876-1909) worked in raised
satin stitch in metal thread on the dark red velvet
frame of a mirror helps us to date these items between
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. This
category of furniture decorated with embroidery re
quires comprehensive research.
The sets of pelmets with side panels and curtains
designed for the sash windows at the palace are in
many diverse styles and dimensions. They largely
date from the first quarter of the twentieth century.
Generally the pelmets conceal white blinds. Eight pel
mets in the Cariyeler Dairesi (inventory numbers
52/1654-1661) are decorated with motifs such as impe
rial ciphers, shells, carnations and peonies in under
side couching on dark red velvet. The pelmets have a
distinctive assymetric design, one of the side panels
being considerably shorter than that on the other side.
The same is true of the pair of pelmets (inventory
numbers 52/763-764) framing draped silk curtains
with fringes and bobbles made of Hereke fabric held
back by two clips. These pelmets are embroidered in a
similar technique on dark rose velvet in yellow metal
thread.
Four pelmets and their side panels in the rest room
of the Cariyeler Dairesi hamam (baths) have embroi
dered borders (inventory number 52/46-49). Their
side panels and draped valances are made of Hereke
silk fabric, and the pelmets of embroidered cream sat
in. The pelmets are decorated with pink velvet edging
attached with couched embroidery in silk spun golden
metallic thread. The upper row of draped valances are
edged with fringes and the lower row with bobbles.

Pelmet in pink Hereke velvet embroidered with underside
couching in the Cariyeler Dairesi of the Harem-i Hiimayun.
Blue silk satin bedspread embroidered with various techniques in
the Cariyeler Dairesi. This bedspread was used by the imperial
princes following circumcision.
Red silk satin bedspread embroidered with floriate motifs used by
the sultans' wives after giving birth.

a side table with shelves (inventory number 54/459), a
rectangular side table (54/461), and a screen
(52/1596). These illustrate the use of embroidery on
western type furniture, although the side tables and
screen are distinctly Far Eastern in character. The simi
larity of the motifs to those of Turkish embroideries
suggests that the embroidered panels were of local ori
gin, obliging us to conclude that these pieces of furni
ture were probably made locally rather than imported.
Perhaps they were made by foreign cabinet makers
employed at the Tamirhane-i Hiimayun (palace car
pentry shop) or at one of the new technical schools for
boys in Istanbul. Alternatively local cabinet makers
may have based their designs on foreign furniture cat
alogues. The embroiderers too may have been in
volved in the process of designing these pieces along
western lines. The unusual style of Sultan Mehmed V
Re§ad's (1909-1918) imperial barge (inventory number
227) at the Naval Museum in Istanbul and the couched
embroidery on the seat adds weight to this supposi
tion.’
Although identifying the workshop where these
items were made is as yet impossible, the monogram
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They are embroidered with sprigs of roses in satin
stitch with beige, blue, pink, red, pale orange, yellow
and green silk and cotton thread. There is a garland
motif tied with a bow between the two leafy stems of
the motif suspended from blue ribbons. Around the
side panels on a band of cream satin is a border of po
sies consisting of roses and dahlias set on scrolls,
worked in the same technique and colours.
Traditional bedspreads and other soft furnishings
with embroidered designs in new styles can be seen in
the room known as the II. Kadmefendi Odasi in the
Harem-i Hiimayun, the rooms occupied by the princes
following circumcision and by the sultan's wives after
giving birth in the Harem-i Hiimayun and in the
ibadet Odasi^ (mescit or chapel) in the Mabeyn-i
Hiimayun. The first of the examples in the Harem-i
Hiimayun is a bedspread (inventory number 13/722)
dating from the second half of the nineteenth century
in the II. Kadmefendi Odasi embroidered in suzeni
i^nesi (tambour work or chain stitch embroidery
worked on a frame using a hook). The design of a tree
in blossom tied with a bow is worked in amethyst,
blue, green, yellow black and other silks on mauve birman silk. The second is a blue silk satin bedspread
used by the princes following circumcision with
matching cushions and pillows edged with buttonhole
stitch and lace, and embroidered with a design of
stemmed purple and mauve pansies, white daisies
and red rose buds in satin stitch, long and short stitch,
French knots and stem stitch. The third is a red satin
bedspread used by the sultan's wives after giving
birth. It is embroidered with a design of dark red and
white carnations, blue dahlias, yellow and dark yellow
daffodils, pale and dark pink wild roses, silver thornapple flowers, green, red and pink buds, gold branch
es and leaves. The design is worked in satin stitch and
couching using ombre floss and silk spun gold and sil
ver metallic thread, which is used on the matching pil
low covers and wrapper to protect the set when not in
use. The white cotton pillow cases (open at both ends
to show the embroidered borders of the red satin cov
ers beneath) are embroidered with similar scattered
motifs worked in satin stitch, stem stitch and fern
stitch using silk thread instead of floss. These pillow
cases are edged with lace attached with buttonhold
stitch. A decorative embroidered border for attaching
to the sheet is also made of cotton and has no lace.
Other similar nineteenth and twentieth century bed
spread sets of a quality indicating that they could have
been made for the palace harem have been purchased

for the collection, and all throw light on the folkloric
and aesthetic culture of the Harem-i Hiimayun at this
period.
A prayer rug dating from the second half of the
nineteenth century in the Mabeyn-i Humayiin is of
particular interest due to both its size and the unique
design consisting of two separate sections joined to
gether, with separate compositions on each. The main
section of the prayer rug is made of white felt worked
in silk spun silver metallic thread in underside couch
ing and measures 103x175 cm. The design of this sec
tion, known as the ayetlik, consists of roses branching
out of cornucopias set within a prayer niche formed
from vines and rose stems. The tabanhk (where the
feet were placed) has a different design consisting of a
semicircle formed of rose stems.
a b r i c s a n d o t h e r m a t e r i a l s Fabrics
used for palace embroideries include very
fine silk satin, birman silks, Hereke silks, vel
vet, cotton and organza, while threads in
clude silk, floss, cotton, and silk spun metallic thread.
Various trimmings and applied decoration include
chenille, sequins, beads, hand-made crochet lace, and
imported machine-made lace, cords, braids, fringes
and bobbles. The most innovative aspect of palace em
broidery is illustrated by the sets of curtains inventory
numbers 52/763-764 and 52/46-49 already mentioned,
made of Hereke silk fabrics or a combination of He
reke silks and velvet. These have been embroidered
with cotton threads, sometimes used together with silk
thread, the embroidery on the curtains number 52/4649 being the most exquisite of this kind. In addition,
there are bedspread and pillow case sets embroidered
with cotton thread, sometimes in combination with sil
ver thread. An early example of this type is an interest
ing embroidered panel (inventory number 12/2824)
very similar to earlier embroidery in silk floss on a
sayehan (canopy) belonging to Mahmud 11 and bearing
the date 1808-1809 in the Military Museum (inventory
number 26380). This blue satin panel at Dolmabah^e
Palace is worked in couching and applique using floss
and silk spun metallic thread. The date 1893 can be
seen on a leaf which the bird in the upper left corner of
the panel holds in its beak. Designed like a passe-partout frame, the centre of the panel has a painting of Kiz
Kulesi tower in black on a white ground. The embroi
dered border is surrounded by a frame of red velvet
applique work. The embroidery motifs consist of
sprigs of flowers, with birds and butterflies in the cor
ners.
Apart from this lovely panel, the bedspread set for
the bed in which women rested after giving birth men
tioned above is another example showing that these
types of threads were fashionable in palace embroid
ery until the end of the nineteenth century. Another
panel (inventory number 12/3481) with a date inscrip
tion reading 1325 (1907) is worked with red, yellow,
purple, blue, pink, green and white beads on honey-

F

7 Honey-coloured satin panel dated 1907 bearing the inscription
"Aman Ya Resulullah" in the Cariyeler Dairesi.
8 Panel embroidered in floss. Dated 1893 this hangs in the
Cariyeler Dairesi.
9 Panel depicting Hamidiye Mosque embroidered for Abdiilhamid II
by students of the Girls' Domestic Science School.
TOBeneath the picture on the same panel is an inscription ending in
a dedication to "His Majesty Sultan Abdiilhamid the Second".
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coloured satin. Around the edge is an inscription band
reading "Aman Ya Resulullah" surrounded by two Cscroll tendrils with pansies, wild roses and small flow
ers. In the lower right corner is the signature "Cariyen
Ay§e" ("Your humble servant, Ay§e"). Another exqui
site bead work panel (inventory number 56/466) bears
an inscription band beginning with the words "Enva-i
lutfa garik olacak zaman" ("Time will be overwhelmed
with favours"), and the arm orial bearings of
Abdulhamid II, showing that beading was used dur
ing the reign of this sultan (1876-1909). It is a distinc
tive piece of work employing beads of unusual shape
and size in conjunction with baroque pearls.
The white organza bedspread (inventory number
64/549) on the bed in the room^ used by Abdulmecid
during his illness is embroidered in suzeni (tambour
work), long and short stitch and satin stitch using silk
and silk spun metallic threads in pale pink, pink, light
and dark green. The motifs consist of dahlias, wild ros
es, ciphers and decorative inscriptions, the two latter
worked in brown silk. Crocheted lace made of silk
spun metallic thread which appears as inserts and
around the edges is a valuable illustration of the use of
this technique during the nineteenth century.

T

11

^ ECHNIQUES The most common stitches are
those suited to free style curves and scrolls,
such as long and short stitch, chain stitch,
stem stitch, couching, underside couching,
and anavata (raised satin stitch). Buttonhole stitch is
widely used to neaten edges, often in combination
with a lace edging. Various braids and cords are used
in couching designs, often using ombri floss or threads
in various tones to produce the impression of shading
in raised satin stitch or long and short stitch.
The Technical Schools for Girls which combined vo
cational with academic education introduced innova
tions to traditional styles of embroidery made for the
home, for commercial sale, for dervish tekkes or the
palace, and introduced new combinations of tech
niques. These combinations generally consist of em
broidery worked free hand regardless of the threads of
the material, counted thread work being far less com
mon.
A group of bedspreads embroidered in handmade
tambour work and chair covers in tambour work us
ing a special chain stitch machine {buldan i§i) illustrate
the introduction of labour saving machines to imitate
traditional methods of embroidery. Knotted stitch was
also latterly worked using a special tool rather than a
needle.
Innovative techniques can be seen in the group of
embroideries at Dolmabah<;e Palace made by gradu
ates of the first Domestic Science School for Girls. A
good example of such work is the panel (inventory
number 12/2578) bearing a picture of Hamidiye
Mosque and beneath it an inscription ending in a de
dication to "His Majesty Sultan Abdulhamid the Sec
ond . Several techniques including darning and paint-

11 Ottoman coat-of-arms embroidered on a blue ground, with the
cipher of Abdulhamid II. This panel hangs in the corridor leading
to the Harem.
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12
12 Embroidered portraits of Mahmud II and Abdiilmecid worked in
gold and silver thread on silk satin. This panel hangs in the
Princes' School Room in the Cariyeler Dairesi.
13 Panel embroidered in silk depicting the tomb of Gazi Suleyman
Pa^a. It hangs in the corridor leading to the Harem.

ing are employed, demonstrating the wide variety of
skills taught at this school and the new approach to
embroidery and needlework.
o t i f s The diversity of motifs found in
these embroideries include not only dec
orative patterns and floriate designs but
calligraphy and pictorial compositions.
The floriate compositions commonly feature roses, dai
sies, pansies, dahlias, lilac, mimosa, verbena, chrysan
themums, jasmine, carnations, thorn-apple flowers,
trees in blossom with bows, garlands and similar de
signs. Figurative motifs of birds and butterflies also
fall into this decorative category. The bedspread sets
already mentioned, another bedspread (inventory
number 13/722), and curtains (inventory numbers
52/1654-1661 and 52/46-49) are fine examples of floral
com positions, while a panel (inventory number
12/2824) illustrates the use of bird and butterfly mo
tifs.
Where embroidered calligraphy is concerned, three
panels deserve especial mention in addition to that al
ready mentioned (inventory number 12/3481). The

M
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first of these panels (56/470) bears an inscription'^
wishing the sultan long life and happiness worked in
satin stitch in yellow thread on a pink ground. The sec
ond panel (56/469) bears a eulogy to Sultan
Abdtilhamid II ending "from your humble maidser
vant Behice, daughter of the late Ali§ Pa§a, son of
Ibrahim Pa§a"^ worked in satin stitch in brown thread
on yellow satin. The third inscription panel (inventory
number 54/2389) is worked in silk spun metallic
thread on wine-coloured silk satin. The central motif is
the words "Ya Ali"^ with the words "Souvenir a ma
grande maman" worked in the lower right corner and
the words "Esma Cherin" in the lower left corner. The
first three examples are evidence that women in the
palace and upper class circles were literate, since the
educational level of women had risen after Mahmud II
(1808-1839) made primary education compulsory. The
last piece, with its French dedication to the embroider
er's grandmother, shows that many young Turkish
girls were now taught foreign languages and knew the
Latin script. This panel is the work of Esma Sultan^,
daughter of Abdiilaziz by his wife Gevheri Hamm,
confirming that royal Ottoman women were also
taught embroidery.
Embroidered pictures include buildings, portraits
and armorial bearings. A pale blue satin panel (inven
tory number 12/2693) showing the tiirbe (tomb) of Ga
zi Siileyman Pa§a in Bolayir is worked in silk thread in
satin stitch, basket filling stitch, long and short stitch,
and darning. Beneath the picture is an inscription
reading "The honorable tomb of His Highness ^ h zad e
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(title given to sons of the Ottoman sultans) Suleyman
Pa§a, distinguished commander of warriors and those
killed in action, who was laid to rest in Bolayir."* Both
the composition of the picture and the calligraphy of
the inscription are outstanding.
A similar example is a panel (inventory number
12/2693) depicting Hamidiye Etfal Hospital (a chil
dren's hospital, the first of its kind in the world, found
ed by Sultan Abdiilhamid II after the death of one of
his own daughters). The picture is worked on ivory
satin in brown, cinnamon, beige and khaki silk thread
using satin stitch, couching and Smyrna stitch. The
embroidered inscription beneath the picture reads, "A
picture of the Imperial Hamidiye Etfal Hospital as
seen from the rear, presented as a gift to His Majesty in
commemoration of the twenty-fifth anniversary of his
accession to the throne by his humble servant Emine
Resmiye, wife of assistant physician Hakki ^inasi."^
This enables us to date the panel to 1901.
Two portraits of Mahmud II and Abdiilmecid are
embroidered on an ivory-coloured satin panel^° (in
ventory number 56/478) in gold and silk spun silver
metallic thread using satin stitch. The portraits are set
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in medallions. Abdiilmecid is depicted on the right
wearing a costume in silver and green tones with a
cape in tones of blue. Around the portrait is embroi
dered the words "This is a picture of Sultan
Abdiilmecid, who was born in 1237 (1823) and came to
the throne in 1255 (1839). He reigned for 22 years, and
lived to the age of 40 years". Below is the word
"Ma§allah". The portrait in the left-hand medallion
shows Mahmud II in traditional dress worked in silver
and pink tones. Around it is the inscription, "This is
the portrait of Sultan Mahmud Han. He was born in
1199 (1784) and acceded to the throne in 1223 (1808).
He reigned for 32 years and lived to the age of 55
years". Again there is the word "Ma§allah"” beneath
the portrait. This panel’^ which hangs in the
§ehzadeler Dairesi (Apartments of the Princes), is of
interest both for its unusual subject matter'^ and as a
document of historic interest.
Several embroidered panels at Dolmabah^e Palace
depict the armorial bearings of Abdiilhamid II. A dark
blue panel (inventory number 12/2542) stands out
from the rest with the relief effect produced by pad
ding used for some of the motifs, such as the flags. A
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14
14 A silk satin panel embroidered with a picture of Hamidiye Etfal Hospital, presented as a gift to Sultan Abdulhamid I! in 1901.
This panel hangs in the Cariyeler Dairesi in the Harem.
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inscriptions.
Polychrome embroideries dating from the mid-nine
teenth to early twentieth centuries use a broad spec
trum of colours including pink, red, blue, dark blue,
green, yellow, orange, dark red, beige, brown, khaki,
black, white, grey, gold and silver. During the second
half of the nineteenth century we find the use of ombre
silks and floss increasing in response to the fashion for
shading and soft transitions between colours, which
produced more naturalistic effects.’^ At the same time
traditional designs with stylistic compositions contin
ued.

branch carries medals worked in surface satin stitch in
green, yellow, and orange ombre silks. Another similar
panel (inventory number 56/5265) bears the signature
Pakize in the right corner and the date 1320 (1904) in
the opposite corner. This honey-coloured silk satin
panel worked in satin stitch, long and short stitch and
couching depicts the armorial bearings of Abdulhamid
and a crescent, within which is embroidered the in
scription "bi tevfikat-i rabbaniye til miilkiid Devleti'l
Osmaniyye'”'* ("May God's blessing be upon the lands
of the Ottoman state") and the sultan's cipher. Around
this oval panel is a border of couched interlacing on
red silk satin. The date and signature are embroidered
in this border.
Undoubtedly the most unusual of all the embroi
dered armorial bearings is that ornamenting the crown
of the mosquito net in the room used by Sultan
Abdiilmecid during his last illness.'^ Worked in satin
stitch, long and short stitch, surface satin stitch and
couching on red silk satin, padding lends a relief effect
to parts of the design.
OLOURS There are both monochrome and
polychrome embroideries in the palace col
lection. M onochrom e em broideries are
worked in various colours including gold,
silver, silk spun metallic thread, yellow, brown and
white. Examples of underside couching using silk
spun metallic thread include curtains, prayer rugs and
bedspreads. Other monochrome embroideries are the
inscription panels 56/469 and 56/470 in yellow and
brown respectively. White work embroidery occurs on
both white and coloured fabric, one exquisite example
being a later addition to the collection which can now
be seen in room number 195 in the Imperial Harem.
This bedspread set dating from the early twentieth
century combines white embroidery with various
openwork techniques, and scattered areas worked in
darning in silk spun golden metallic thread. Another
example of the use of metal thread to lend highlights
to the overall design is the panel with two portraits
(inventory number 56/478), where the effect of light
and shade has been skilfully achieved, and gold and
silk spun silver metallic threads have been used for the

Among embroideries with either
current or closed compositions, those bed
spreads aiming for decorative effect fea
tured current com positions formed of
bands either straight, alternate, interlaced, emerging
like rays from a central point. They may or may not
have borders. Compositions display wide variety, par
ticularly in the case of bedspreads. Panels are the most
common form of closed composition. They can be di
vided into two groups, in which inscriptions and pic
tures are the central features respectively. One group
resembles pictures in passe-partout frames, such as the
panels already m entioned (inventory num bers
12/2963, 12/2578, 56/478, 12/2380 and 12/2824),
which carry embroidery out of the sphere of a mere
craft into the fine arts. The inscription panels (invento
ry numbers 12/3481 and 54/2389) are equally fascinat
ing examples of the art of calligraphy in an unusual
medium.
To conclude, we can say that the embroideries ex
hibited at Dolmabah^e Palace illustrate the new trends
and experimentation in terms of their technique, sub
ject matter, colours, motifs and style which character
ise late Ottoman period Turkish work. They reflect the
fact that the women who made them were aware of
western fashions, had a fairly high standard of educa
tion and were willing to exercise innovation and origi
nality in their embroidery. This large collection is a
valuable cultural and artistic legacy exhibiting a syn
thesis of eastern and western concepts of art, applied
with a high degree of creativity.

NOTES
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1 H. O R gU N BARI§TA, "l^lemeler", Istanbul Ansiklopedisi, Kultur
Bakanhgi Tarih Vakfi, 1994, C. 4, p. 269.
2 IHSAN YUCEL-SEM A ONER, Dolmabahge Sarayi, TBMM Vakfi,
Istanbul 1989, p. 56.
3 iHSAN YUCEL-SEM A ONER, ibid., p. 67.
4 Transcribed by Hamid Arba§.
5 Transcribed by Hamid Arba§.
6 Transcribed by Hamid Arba§.
7 M. (^a GATAY \JL\J(^A\, Padi^ahin Kadmlart ve Kizlari, Ankara,
T. T. K. Yay., 1992, p. 165.

9 Transcribed by Assistant Prof. Dr. Mehmet Ibrahimgil.
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10 GUNSEL RENDA, "El l§lemesi Padi§ah Portreleri", Sanat Diin-

yamiz, Yapi ve Kredi Bankasi Yay., 1979, p. 9.
11 Transcribed by Hamid Arba§.
12 IHSAN YUCEL-SEM A ONER, ibid., p. 68.
13 H. OR(^:UN BARI5 TA, Tiirk l§leme Sanatt Tarihi, Gazi Universitesi, Ankara 1984, p. 68-70. Second edn. 1995, p. 73.
14 Transcribed by Assistant Prof. Dr. Mehmet Ibrahimgil.
15 IHSAN YUCEL-SEM A ONER, ibid., p. 67.
16 H. ORC^UN BARI5 TA, ibid., p. 76-77. Second edn., p. 78.
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HE O RIGIN S OF PO O L AR C H ITEC 
TURE
As one of mankind's fundamen
tal needs, water has been the subject of
extraordinary ingenuity since the dawn of
civilisation. All kinds of structures and ap
paratus have been invented to transport
and store this vital commodity. Water could be stored
in jars and similar containers in country houses, but as
settlements grew to urban proportions it became ne
cessary to collect water in larger structures to meet the
needs of communities without access to nearby stre
ams or springs. Pools were evolved in response to this
need, and the most spectacular examples are the huge
open cisterns of Byzantine period Istanbul. One of the
se is the Aetios Cistern situated to the right of the road
leading from Fatih to Edirnekapi in the district known
as Karagiimruk, on the site of Vefa Stadium. Another
is the Aspar Cistern, known to the Turks as (^ukurbostan, next to Yavuz Sultan Selim Mosque, and finally
the Mokios Cistern at Altmmermer in Fatih. Apart
from these three within the city walls there is another
at Bakirkoy, some distance from Istanbul.

Pools, public fountains and other water structures
were not merely seen as a means of storing water, but
reflected each civilisation or society's aesthetic tastes.
The earliest surviving examples of pool architecture
date from Roman times. Indeed the Romans carried
this art to a sophisticated level, constructing both or
namental pools in gardens and other openair sites,
and pools containing hot or cold water within doors.
However, pools were not to become an important ele-

The Mokios Cistern, one of the Byzantine period storage
reservoirs in Istanbul.
Cihannuma Kasri at Edirne Palace. J. iVI. Jovannin and J. van
Gaver, Turquie, Paris 1848.
Kagithane Kasir. The canal known as Cetvel-i Sim through which
the Kagithane river flowed past the kasir. Engraving by
W. H. Bartlett. Miss J. Pardoe, The Beauties of the Bosphorus,
London 1839,
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Five typical pool designs used in Persian gardens.

ment in garden design until the late middle ages, when
monasteries in particular needed pools for keeping the
fish which were consumed in large quantities during
Lent and on Fridays.
OOLS IN ISLAM IC ARCHITECTURE
In
Islamic culture garden pools were given na
mes which often referred to paradise and as
sociated concepts, such as Havz-i Behi§t (Pool
of Paradise), Havz-i Hayal (Pool of Vision),
Havz-i Kevser (Pool of the Souls in Paradise), Havz-i
Mevt (Pool of Death, whose water was believed to
bring oblivion to those who drank from its waters),
and Havz-i Resul (Pool of the Prophet, whose water
would be drunk by those in heaven on the Day of
Judgment). Such names occur frequently in sixteenth
century designs for gardens in Persia and India. These
gardens contained shallow pools with jet fountains lin
ked by channels, and the most outstanding example is
that of the Taj Mahal designed by the Ottoman archi
tect Muhammed Isa Efendi for the Mogul Emperor
Shah Jehan ( 1628-1658) in memory of his wife Miimtaz
Mahal on the banks of Agrada Umuna. The architect
isa Efendi designed not only the mausoleum itself but
its grounds, including pools surrounded by ornamen
tal plants. Other similar examples are the Shalimar
Gardens in Lahore and gardens in Spain during the pe-
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4 Pool and fountain in front of Bagdat Ko^k in the fourth courtyard at Topkapi Palace.
5 Pool in the Masbahpe Garden at Dolmabah9 e Palace depicted on an early twentieth century postcard.
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tto m a n p e r io d
The ottom an period
saw the diversification and development of
pool architecture, as ornamental pools and
other water elements became a principal fe
ature of palaces, pavilions and stately houses both insi
de and out. In the seventeenth century the famous Tur
kish traveller Evliya^ ^elebi described the building
known as the Kasr-i Ali or Cihannuma K6§k at Edirne
Palace. It had seven storeys with balconies on each and
was "a kasir of irem adorned with ornamental founta
ins and pools".' Irem was the name of mythical gar
dens said to have been devised by Shaddad bin Ad in
emulation of the garden of paradise. Unfortunately,
apart from plans and drawings by Dr. Rifat Osman^ we
possess no original documentation concerning Edirne
Palace, although his records indicate that some of the
ko§ks and kasirs of this palace complex had pools.
When Istanbul succeeded Edirne as the Turkish ca
pital, the tradition of pools as an element of palace arc
hitecture continued. Although we have no documenta
tion concerning the Saray-i Atik (Old Palace), Topkapi
Palace (also known as the New Palace or Saray-i Cedid) contains a number of interesting examples. Ha
vuzlu K6§k ( Pavilion of the Pool) dating from the re
ign of Murad III (1574-1595) situated in the Harem has
a pool known as the Pool of the Women or Cariyeler
Havuz on the ground floor. Another large pool measu-

The same pool today.
Havuzlu Salon (Room of the Pool) at Beylerbeyi Palace.

O

riod of Arab rule. In the courtyard of Alhambra Palace
a pool created a dark green mirror of water which was
not only cooled the air but produced light effects. The
pools in the Courtyard of Lions (Patio de los Leones)
and Courtyard of Women (Patio de Linderaja) are fas
cinating examples of pool culture, with their fountains
and other embellishments.
Where the pool culture of pre-Ottoman Turkey is
concerned, we find the Artuklus represented by the
Artuklu Palace in Diyarbakir and the Seljuks by such
buildings as Gokmedrese in Sivas and Ulu Mosque in
Divrigi. The pool at Gokmedrese is a 22 sided polygon
5.6 metres in diameter which with its canals, axes in
tersecting at acute angles and symmetrical form repe
ats the cosmic symbol. The octagonal pool in the centre
of Ulu Mosque in Divrigi was supplied by water
which flowed out of stone gargoyles to the south and
north sides. The pool at the §ifahane (hospital) in Divrigi has spiral channels following the projection of the
dome, the spiral symbolising growth and develop
ment.
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toman palace found serenity in the sight and sound of
water, both flowing and still.
Ottoman garden pools were generally hexagonal or
rectangular in shape, and fountains added a dimension
of movement to gardens designed to create a peaceful
and tranquil environment. No Byzantine or Western
influence can be observed in these gardens, which avo
id the axial or symmetric layouts typical of those
styles.

8 The large pool at Beylerbeyi Palace. This dates from the earlier
palace on the same site.

ring 18 X 32 metres in front of the same building, a pool
and fountain on the terrace between the ko§ks of Bagdat and Revan, and pools elsewhere in the palace gar
dens reflect the way in which the inhabitants of the Ot
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Not until the early eighteenth century, during the re
ign of Sultan Ahmed III (1703-1730), did westernisati
on begin to influence Ottoman architecture, including
garden design. In this period pool fountains and canal
systems become prominent features, as illustrated by
the imperial gardens at Kagithane. Yirmisekiz ^elebi
Mehmed Efendi, who was sent as ambassador to Fran
ce, brought back plans and notes concerning the buil
dings he saw there.^ These inspired the garden designs
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at Kagithane, whose water architecture reflected the
influence of Western culture in the upper echelons of
Ottoman Turkish society in the seventeenth century.
The stretch of Kagithane river which passed through
the palace complex was embanked with marble and
widened in front of the main palace to create a water
mirror. By means of varying the level of the channel,
waterfalls were created for their sound as much as the
ir picturesque appearance. Known as the Cedvel-i Sim
(Silver Rule) this canal, like the pools and fountains at
Sadabad Palace, is a milestone in the transition from
traditional Ottoman garden design to that influenced
by the West.
Ottoman palace life similarly underwent gradual
change as westernisation gained momentum, one re
sult being the increasing popularity of the Bosphorus
shores for the construction of pavilions, summer pala
ces and in later years, palaces intended for permanent
residence. This trend began with the construction of
pavilions and royal lodges for use in summer and du
ring country outings or hunting expeditions in the im
perial parks along the Bosphorus. During the reign of
Mahmud II (1808-1839) new palace complexes began
to take shape at Beylerbeyi and Dolmabahqe, taking
the place of Kagithane, which had been destroyed in
the rebellion of Patrona Halil. Not only the palace buil
dings themselves, but also their gardens were strongly
influenced by western tastes. Beylerbeyi Palace, in par
ticular, has several interesting examples of pool archi
tecture dating from this period.
The German officer Moltke (then a captain and later
field marshal), who was invited to Istanbul as a mili
tary advisor by Mahmud II, recorded his observations
in letters. Of his visit to Beylerbeyi Palace, Moltke says,
"Through a gilded gate 1 entered a garden entirely Tur
kish in character, with small parterres edged with box
wood hedges and paths strewn with seashells. Around
the pools with fountains in which goldfish swam were
pyramids formed of cypresses and orange trees. Be
hind rose terraces on which were similar gardens, bea
utiful conservatories and ko§ks; all being surrounded
by high walls''.^
This eyewitness account of the palace gardens du
ring the reign of Mahmud II is of considerable interest.
The terraced gardens appeared typically Turkish in the
eyes of a western observer, and still featured the tradi
tional pool with fountain. The most interesting pool at
Beylerbeyi Palace, however, is the monumental pool
on the upper terrace. This is described by Miss Julia
Pardoe, who visited Istanbul in 1836 and describes this
pool and the Mermer K6§k (Marble Pavilion) beside it:
"The finest portion of the grounds contains a noble
sheet of water, called the Lake of the Swans, whose en
tire surface is frequently thickly covered with these
graceful birds, of which the Sultan is so fond, that he
sometimes passes hours in contemplating them as they
glide over the still water... Boats, gaily gilded and pain
ted, are moored under the shadows of the magnolias,
willows, and other beautiful trees which form the fra-
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9 Some of the pools at Yildiz Palace.
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mework of the lake; and about fifty yards from the
bank stands a pretty fanciful edifice, called the Air
Bath (Mermer Ko§k) - an elegant retreat from the opp
ressive heats of summer". Of the palace gardens she
says, "A marble gate, terminating the terrace in the di
rection of the city, admits the visitor into a garden
bright with flowers, and redolent of perfume; where
fountains for ever fling their delicate jets of water aga
inst the sky, with a soft and soothing music well suited
to the spot.'®
Although the entire palace was swept away to build
another in its place during the reign of Abdiilaziz
(1861-1876) this pool and the Mermer K6§k beside it
were allowed to remain.
Our knowledge of the old Be§ikta§ Palace is scant.
Various travellers and writers mention ko§ks and kasirs built in this district by Ottoman sultans from the
seventeenth century onwards, but few refer to the po
ols which are our subject here. The seventeenth cen
tury Ottoman Armenian traveller Komiircuyan has left
a description of the different ko§ks and kasirs built by
Ahmed I (1603-1617) at the imperial hasbah^e or park
in Be§ikta§, and mentions that water flowed into pools
with fountains.^ Over a century later during the reign
of Abdulhamid I (1774-1789) the buildings here were
entirely rebuilt and a new pool was constructed in the
garden for the sultan.^
Moltke, who saw the old Beylerbeyi Palace, also vi
sited Mahmud II at the old Be§ikta§ Palace, which had
gradually been transformed into a palace complex by
the addition of buildings at various times. About the
gardens he remarks, "Through a small side door we
entered a court surrounded by high walls, and which
had a closely worked wire lattice along the side facing
the Bosphorus. Uskiidar and the Marmara Sea were vi

NOTES
1 EVLlYA ^EL EB l, Seyahatname, (tr. Z. Dani§man), Dani§man Yay,
vol. VI, p. 12, Istanbul, 1970.
2 RIFAT OSMAN, Edirne Sarayi, TTK Yay., Ankara, 1989.
3 G UL IREPOGLU, "Topkapi Sarayi Miizesi Hazine Kiitiiphanesi’ndeki Batili Kaynaklar Uzerine Du§iinceler", Topkapt Sarayi Miizesi Ytlh^i I, p. 56-73, Istanbul, 1986.
4 H AKAN GULSUN, Beylerbeyi Sarayi, TBMM Milli Saraylar Daire
Ba§kanligi Yay., p. 11, Istanbul, 1993.
5 HAKAN GULSUN.,/b/d., p. 12.

sible from here. Several flowerbeds surrounded by
boxwood hedges and two pools with fountains filled
this court."®
Although no visual material concerning the old wa
terfront palace at Be§ikta§ exists, it seems from such ac
counts that the gardens of this palace conformed to tra
ditional Turkish norms so far as their pools with foun
tains are concerned.
The reign of Sultan Abdiilmecid (1839-1861) marks
the beginning of a new era in terms of Ottoman impe
rial buildings. The new sultan sought to emulate the
administrative structure of western monarchs, and la
unched a construction programme to match. The Kii^iiksu and Ihlamur kasirs were rebuilt, and constructi
on began of a new palace at Be§ikta§ in keeping with
western concepts. This palace, which opened in 1856,
was very much a break with the past. No longer do we
have an organic complex of individual buildings ad
ded by successive sultans, but a monumental western
style palace designed and built as a whole down to the
smallest detail. Like the imperial buildings of Ihlamur,
Kuguksu and Dolmabah^e this palace was part of a
conscious process of westernisation in both architectu
re and garden design.
One of the key elements in the gardens of these buil
dings are the pools. The fountain in the Mabeyn Gar
den at Dolmabahqe, the large pool brought later from
Yildiz Palace,’ the pool and grotto (very much a wes
tern fashion) in the garden behind the Muayede Salon,
and the pool and fountain in the garden behind the
Harem, as well as many pools at Ihlamur Kasir and
Yildiz Palace, where Sultan Abdulhamid (1876-1909)
spent his reign, are all characteristic examples of the la
te period of Ottoman palace and water culture, when
westernisation was firmly entrenched.

6 E.
KOM URCUYAN, Istanbul Tarihi, 17. Yiizytlda Istanbul, (tr. H.
Andreasyan), p. 39, Istanbul, 1952.
7 NECLA ARSLAN, "Osmanli Imparatorlugu Donemi’nde Be§ikta§
Sahilinde Saray Yerle§imi", Milli Saraylar 1994/1995, TBMM Milli
Saraylar Daire Ba§kanligi Yay., Istanbul, 1995, p. 102-113.
8 H. Von MOLTKE , Turkiye'deki Durum ve Olaylar Uzerine Mektuplar (1835-1839), (tr. H. Ors), Ankara, 1960.
9 HAKAN GULSUN , Dolmabah^e Sarayi ve Mimar Vedat Bey, LU.
Sosyal Bilimler Enstitiisii, Sanat Tarihi Boliimii, unpublished disser
tation, Istanbul, 1990.
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P a l a c e C o n s t r u c t io n A t B e §1k t a §
D u r in g T h e O t t o m a n E r a
Necla Arslan*

B

etween the mid-fifteenth century and the
ty to Topkapi Palace, just a short journey by sea across
mid-nineteenth century the Ottoman sul
the mouth of the Golden Horn. In addition Be§ikta§
tans lived at Topkapi Palace, other imperi
commanded one of the loveliest views in Istanbul
al ko§ks and palaces serving only for occa
over Sarayburnu headland (on which stood Topkapi
sional visits of anything from a day to sev
Palace), the Marmara Sea and the Bosphorus. From
eral months. Historical sources tell us that
early times this area had been an imperial park known
there were a large number of such residences around
as Be§ikta§ Bahqesi.
Istanbul, particularly on the shores of the Golden
The earliest ko§k (pavilion) known to have been
Horn, the Marmara Sea and the Bosphorus.
constructed in this park dated from the reign of Sultan
The historic district of Be§ikta§ lying between ToBayezid II (1481-1512). No information has been dis
phane and Ortakoy on the Bosphorus strait is an area
covered about this first ko§k or the kasir (royal lodge)
where many of these summer palaces and pavilions
which is claimed’ to have been built here during the
were constructed for the Ottoman sultans from the
reign of Sultan Selim II (1566-1574).
sixteenth century onwards. One of the reasons for
Be§ikta§ Bahgesi gained importance as a country
favouring Be§ikta§ as a location was its close proximi
resort of the Ottoman rulers from the seventeenth cen
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tury onwards, and during the reigns of Ahmed I (16031617) and Ahmed III (1703-1730) the cove here was
filled in to provide land for new buildings. This area
thus became known as Dolmabah(je, literally "filled
garden". Writing in the mid-seventeenth century, Evliya (^elebi tells us that the Hasbah^e (imperial park) of
Be§ikta§ was originally the property of a pa§a during
the reign of Bayezid, and that after becoming imperial
property it was transformed into beautiful gardens
with courtyards at diverse levels, and balconies over
looking the beautiful scenery. However, he makes no
mention of the ko§ks built during the reign of Ahmed I
which must have been still standing.^
The historian Naima relates that Ahmed I visited
the imperial parks in 1613, staying two days at
Be§ikta§.^ He explains that although Ahmed I was ex
tremely enamoured of the gardens and ko§ks here, the
latter were not suitable for long sojourns, so he could
stay here only for a short time.^ Again Naima tells us
that Murad IV (1623-1640) used to visit the ko§k built
here by his father (Ahmed I), and that it was here in
the year 1039 AH (1639/40) that he forbade the cele
brated poet Nef'i to compose satirical verse.^
Many seventeenth and eighteenth century histori
ans mention the ko§ks, kasirs and other imperial
buildings constructed at Be§ikta§ Hasbah^e. For in
stance, Komiirciiyan relates that Ahmed I built a
palace with seven domes here, and that this was larger
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and lovelier than any of the ko§ks in the park. He de
scribes a stream which poured into ornamental pools
with jets and fountains.^ Silahdar's History tells us that
most of an imperial palace known as Cagaloglu Yalisi
was demolished in 1679 to make way for several new
buildings.^ From contemporary engravings and illus
trations of the palace, we can identify two buildings
dating from the reign of Mehmed IV (1648-1687). One
of these is (^inili K6§k built by the architect Mimar
Ismail Aga, and the other, built around the same time,
is the two storey Kasr-i Ziba built over stone arches,
(^inili Ko§k survived into the mid-nineteenth century
and was used as an office by the Balyans, the archi
tects of Dolmabahqe Palace, during construction of
this new palace. The seventeenth century poet Arif
composed the date inscription for (^:inili Ko§k when it
was built in 1679: "We prayed it might be completed
declared Arif/May this place of ornament be holy for
his reign".®
The Ottoman sultans displayed an increasing inter
est in this growing palace complex at Be§ikta§ from
the eighteenth century onwards. Ahmed III spent
more time away from Topkapi Palace than any of his

1 Old Be?ikta§ Palace. The building on the right Is Qlnlll K6§k.
2 The Bayildim and Clrlt K6§ks built In this area by Mahmud I In
the eighteenth century.
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staying most frequently at Be§ikta§ Palace, where thor
ough repairs and new construction had made it suita
ble for long stays. The records of the bostanciha§i (high
ranking official responsible for the security of the Bos
phorus and the imperial estates in Istanbul) for 1802
during Selim’s reign inform us that Be§ikta§ Palace
stretched over a wide area from Dolmabahc^e Quay to
the Tomb of Barbaros Hayreddin Pa§a.^°
The reign of Selim III is a very significant period in
Ottoman history, when steps to reform traditional in
stitutions which could no longer respond to the needs
of a changing age gained unprecedented momentum.
Selim III gave priority to modernising military tech
nology and reforming the army, in which task he
called on the assistance of western experts. As well as
foreign engineers and teachers, he employed a foreign
architect for the first time in Ottoman history. This ar
chitect was Melling, who was commissioned to land
scape and decorate the palace of Hatice Sultan, sister
of ^ lim III, at Defterdar Burnu in Ortakoy. Melling al
so engaged in construction work at this palace, and
was subsequently charged with further commissions
at Be§ikta§ Palace.
The Company of Imperial Architects was responsi
ble for all construction activity within the boundaries
of the Ottoman Empire from its beginning until the
middle of Mahmud II’s reign (1808-1839). However,
during the reign of Mahmud's uncle Selim III, a new
category of architect employed directly by the palace
came into being. Melling evidently worked as palace
architect for Selim III throughout the years he stayed
in Istanbul. He repaired and refurbished almost the
entire palace at Be§ikta§, and constructed additional
buildings.^’

predecessors, and this tradition was followed by his
successors. Since the sultans were accompanied by
their wives and children, and took large entourages
with them, more space and conveniences became es
sential. Be§ikta§ Palace and the palace of Sadabad at
Kagithane on the Golden Horn were where Ahmed III
stayed most often, and a great deal of new building
took place at Be§ikta§ during this period. Existing
ko§ks were repaired and new ones built, and the area
occupied by the palace grew steadily. To make room
for the additions, neighbouring houses along the wa
terfront were compulsorily purchased or confiscated
from their owners.^
Historical sources refer to numerous ko§ks built at
Be§ikta§ Palace from the reign of Ahmed III until that
of Selim III (1789-1807), particularly during the reign
of Mahmud I (1730-1754), when among others, Kasr-i
Dilara on the shore, Bayildim or Cihanntima Ko§k on
the hillside above Dolmabah^e, Iftariye Kasri and
Sayeban-i Hiimayun were constructed. Abdiilhamid I
(1774-1789) had the palace virtually rebuilt in parts,
and constructed several kasirs and a pool in the gar
den.
By the beginning of Selim Ill's reign at the end of
the eighteenth century Be§ikta§ Palace had grown into
the largest palace complex in Istanbul apart from
Topkapi Palace. Selim III spent more time away from
Topkapi Palace than any other sultan before him.

3 Old Be§ikta? Palace. Engraving by Melling in Voyage Pittoresque
de Constantinople et des Rives du Bosphore, Paris 1819.
4 Qinili Ko^k. Detail from the same engraving.
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An engraving based on a drawing by Melling de
picts Be§ikta§ Palace during the reign of Selim III.
When this engraving is compared with two others by
L'Espinasse and Moreau dating from twenty years ear
lier the changes are evident. Be§ikta§ Palace consisted
of many ko§ks along the shore which were linked to

one another by galleries and garden walls. The first
building at the Be§ikta§ end was (^inili K6§k, other
wise known as Kasr-i Humayun, Qni\i Mabeyn-i
Humayun or Be§ikta§ Kasir. Next to this, on the other
side of a wooden fence is the Agalar Kogu§u (prob
ably restored by Melling) and gallery, and Mihri§ah
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itically and militarily in order to keep up with the ad
vances in western Europe. He himself broke with tra
dition in many respects, as in his intention of moving
away from Topkapi Palace altogether into a new pal
ace which was not even within the city walls, although
he did not live long enough to fulfil this wish.
Surrounded by formidable high walls, Topkapi Pal
ace had been both the imperial residence and seat of
government for the Ottoman Empire during the centu
ries when it was at the height of its power and extent.
Although later sultans had resided elsewhere with in
creasing frequency, none abandoned it completely.
This was due not so much to their own respect for tra
dition as to the fact that the existing power structure
opposed any changes seen as a threat to its own con
tinuation. With the abolition of the powerful janissary
corps by Mahmud II in 1826, the hierarchy of palace
and government officialdom was weakened, leaving
the sultan free to implement changes without opposi

6 Old Qiragan Palace built for Mahmud II.

Sultan Dairesi (apartments of the mother of Selim III)
which was designed and constructed by Melling. This
section, particularly Mihri§ah Sultan Dairesi with its
arcade of six Ionic marble columns, and some parts of
Hatice Sultan Palace are the first examples of neoclas
sical architecture in Istanbul.
The engraving also shows the seventeenth century
Kasr-i Ziba next to Mihri§ah Sultan Dairesi, and be
yond that the seafront ko§ks dating from the reign of
Ahmed III, Kameriyeli Mehtap K6§k and garden,
Balikhane Kasir and Kafesli Ko§k. The buildings set
amongst trees in the background belong to the Harem.
The reign of Mahmud II saw the institutionalisation
of reforms initiated by Selim III, and widespread
changes take place. Mahmud II set about restructuring
the empire on modern lines, and strengthening it pol
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tle-axes), Hekimba§i (chief physician), and Ku§(jular
(falconers); Balikhane Kasir, Kafesli Ko§k, Mabeyn
Kasir, Mermer Ko§k, Valide Sultan Dairesi, (^inili
Ko§k, one large and one small kitchen, hamams
(baths), jetties, stables, gardens with pools, and
mosque. The diverse functions of these buildings par
allel those at Topkapi Palace, suggesting that Selim III,
too, may have been enlarging this palace with the in
tention of taking up permanent residence there.
On the basis of the survey, work began at the palace
early in Mahmud II's reign. Although the sultan was
evidently intending to live at Be§ikta§ Palace on a per
manent basis, the problem of heating buildings con
structed originally for summer or brief stays proved
insuperable, and he was obliged to divide his time be
tween Be§ikta§, Topkapi, (^iragan and Beylerbeyi pal
aces.
Throughout his reign Mahmud II continued to
build new additions to Be§ikta§ Palace. However,
since no detailed drawing or illustration apart from a
plan by Todori Kalfa has ever been found, our knowl
edge of their architecture remains extremely limited. A
relief picture on the back of a writing case at Topkapi
Palace Museum depicts what could be the finished
building designed by Todori Kalfa in a style typical of
the period. This ko§k was located on the site of the for
mer Kasr-i Ziba. Early nineteenth century Turkish his
torian Tayyarzade wrote the date inscription for this
kasir, which read "I wrote the date for this exalted arch
of glory/Happy be the monarch in his imperial man
sion".’'^The mnemonic values of this inscription give
the date 1231 AH (1815).
Mahmud II's decision to spend most of his time at
Be§ikta§ Palace affected the way in which Istanbul de
veloped. Settlement began in an area which for centu
ries had been parkland and countryside, and gradual
ly Istanbul's suburbs crept along the shore of the Bos
phorus. The bostanciba§i's records for 1814/15 indi
cate the high level of housing development around the
palace,’'* mentioning waterfront houses built by high
ranking governm ent officials, street fountains,
mosques, schools and numerous jetties (used by the
caiques which were the main form of transport.’'^
Determined to leave Topkapi for good, Mahmud II
decided to build himself a new palace suitable for ac
commodating the court during the winter. He chose
the district of Ortakoy, a few kilometres north of
Be§ikta§ along the Bosphorus. This choice confirms the
preference for the shores of the Bosphorus among the
Ottoman sultans of the late eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries. Where the architecture of this new palace
was concerned, Mahmud II wished to break away
from tradition and build a palace similar in concept to
those of his fellow monarchs in Europe. He took a
close interest in the project himself, and had plans
brought from Europe. He is said to have appointed an
Armenian architect to supervise construction,’*’ which
commenced in 1834. However, the palace was not
completed until 1841, two years after his death.

tion.
Shortly after his accession to the throne, Mahmud II
had a survey carried out at Be§ikta§ Palace and then
launched a large scale programme of repairs based on
its findings. Almost certainly he had already privately
made up his mind to leave Topkapi Palace for good.
Imperial architect Mustafa Aga, the architect Hafiz
Mehmed Efendi and their assistants Yorgi and Todori
carried out this survey, and their report mentions al
most all the buildings at the former Be§ikta§ Palace
with details of the repairs required.’^The list of build
ings includes the apartments of the Harem, those of
the Hazinedar Aga (treasurer of the privy purse), Seferli Agalar (a group of palace servants trained in vari
ous crafts), Bostanciba§i Agasi (chief water bailiff and
director of the palace gardens), Mabeynci Agalar (per
sonal attendants on the sultan), Kozbekgiler (group of
palace servants under the bostanciba§i), Zuliiflii
Baltacilar (company of body-guards armed with bat
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the traditional Ottoman palace in either plan or style.
Yet soon after settling in he decided to build a new
and even more magnificent palace. Not only did
(^iragan prove too small to accommodate the entire
palace household, but like the other waterfront palaces
on the Bosphorus it was made of wood, and
Abdulmecid wanted a palace which in style, materials
and scale could compare with the royal palaces of Eu
rope. The site of the earlier Be§ikta§ Palace was the sul
tan's own choice for his new palace. The Artillery Bar
racks stood on the shore here, and on the rising
ground behind were the barracks of Taksim and
Magka. The district of Pera housing the foreign embas
sies and communities was within easy reach, and the
splendid panorama was a further factor in this choice.
The process of change of which Dolmabahqe Palace
was a conspicuous manifestation can be traced back to

The reign of Mahmud II's elder son Abdulmecid
(1839-1861) began with the proclamation of the Tanzimat reforms, which granted new rights to the peoples
of the Ottoman Empire. Meanwhile the modern insti
tutions founded by Mahmud II took firm root, and fur
ther institutions along western lines were established.
His son was determined to set an example of westerni
sation for others to follow, beginning with changes in
his own way of life.
Abdiilmecid finally left Topkapi Palace for good.
After his accession he lived mainly at the palaces of
Be§ikta§ and Beylerbeyi until the new palace of
(^iragan at Ortakoy was completed, (^iragan was a pal
ace along western lines, bearing little resemblance to

7 Dolmabah^e Palace today.
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litical and military supremacy passed to the West, it
was clear that restructuring to adapt to the new condi
tions was essential if Ottoman Turkey was to have a
say in the new world order. Despite opposition from
conservative quarters who wished to preserve the
status quo, these sultans went ahead with many
changes. As if to prove the power of the empire, mili
tary barracks of monumental proportions were con
structed at strategic points around Istanbul during the
reigns of Selim III, Mahmud II and Abdulmecid, sev
eral at locations close to Pera, the district which sym
bolised the West in the Turkish capital. In the mid
nineteenth century similar motives began to affect civ
il architecture as well. This insistence on large dimen
sions in an effort to recreate lost imperial glory led to
the disappearance of the unassuming character typical
of earlier Ottoman secular architecture.’^ The sultan

the reign of Ahmed III in the early eighteenth century.
This palace was the first to abandon traditional Otto
man architecture completely, in terms of plan, style
and interior decoration. Although the desire to imitate
the palaces of Europe was at work here, this is certain
ly not the whole story, and other significant factors
should not be ignored.
For centuries the Ottoman Empire had been the
most important political, military and economic power
in both Europe and the Middle East, but had lost this
preeminence due to its failure to respond to changing
internal and external dynamics. From the eighteenth
century onwards the Ottoman sultans had been aware
of this downslide and attempted to restore the
empire's fortunes. This is clearly visible in the initia
tives and policies of the sultans who reigned during
this time, known as the Westernisation Period. As po
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8 Aerial view of the central section of Dolmabah9 e Palace where the Muayede Salon is located.

deliberately pursued this principle in his own resi
dence, so that Dolmabah^e Palace became a status
symbol reflecting the splendour of the sultans and
their empire, just as the palaces of Europe symbolised
the power of king and state.’®
Research suggests that construction of Dolmabahge
Palace commenced as early as 1842-1843. The palace
was eventually completed in 1856, and Abdiilmecid
moved here on 7 June that year.
The architects of Dolmabah^e Palace were members
of the Balyan family, who designed and built an in

creasing number of imperial buildings from the reign
of Mahmud II onwards. Garabet Balyan designed the
main palace, while his brother Nikogos Balyan de
signed the Hazine-i Hassa and Saltanat Gates and
some of the interiors. The main palace building ran
along close to the shore, set in grounds which
stretched inland as far as the rising ground below
Giimii§suyu and Ma^ka. Like the other waterfront
palaces of the Westernisation Period, the main facade
overlooked the sea, and unlike Topkapi Palace was not
enclosed entirely by high walls for security reasons.
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Only on the landward side at the point where the Har
em is located is there a high wall. The palace proper
consists of four main sections: the Mabeyn (State
Apartments), Muayede Salon (throne room). Harem,
and Veliaht Dairesi (Apartments of the Heir Appar
ent). Only the latter is a detached building, although
the architecture complements the other sections. The
interior of the palace consists of a series of large recep
tion rooms and symmetrically placed smaller rooms.
The palace is furnished in western style appropriate to
the architecture and changing concepts of lifestyle.
The exterior design of Dolmabah^e Palace is com
parable to its European counterparts, in an eclectic
style combining Renaissance, baroque and empire
styles, with particular emphasis on Venetian Renais
sance. The most profuse decoration is reserved for the
main facade. Nevertheless, traces of Anatolian Turk
ish architecture can be discerned amidst these western
styles. At the Hazine-i Hassa and Saltanat gates in
particular we are reminded of Seljuk portals and
fa<;ades flanked by two minarets. In this respect
Dolmabah<;e Palace may be regarded as an original
synthesis by Ottoman architects and craftsmen com
bining both eastern and western elements.

NOTLAR

At the time it was built Dolmabah^e Palace played
a key role in Istanbul’s urban development, and
covered an enormous area. Many of its secondary
buildings have either disappeared entirely or been cut
off from the palace proper and are now occupied by
diverse institutions. The Baltacilar Dairesi is now oc
cupied by Mimar Sinan University Conservatory and
the Musahiban Dairesi by Be§ikta§ Police Department.
The Matbah-i Amire (main palace kitchens) housed
the State Procurement Office until recently, and an
other kitchen, pharmacy, bakery and the ku§hane (sul
tan’s private kitchen) is occupied by Be§ikta§ and
Beyogiu Conscription Office. Those buildings no long
er standing today include Dolmabah^e Palace Theatre,
the Imperial Stables, boathouses and the boatmen's
quarters.’’ When Dolmabah^e Palace is considered in
entirety with all these institutions, we see that this
side of Be§ikta§ was entirely taken up by the palace.
Until the 1940s it extended as far as the monumental
barracks in Ma^ka and Gumii§suyu, forming a domi
nant element within the urban fabric. Development
has whittled away at this complex, however, and to
day the palace is hemmed in by the stadium and large
hotels, destroying its original entirety.

tiste-Voyageur, Paris, 1991.
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Th e Do lm a ba h c e P a la c e C o m plex
Serna Oner*

T

he new Ottoman palaces which became
the seats of government and imperial resi
dences in the nineteenth centuries are sig
nificant indicators of the process of moder
nisation which gained momentum with
the Tanzimat Decree of 1839. Innovations
in state structure and life styles are reflected in the arc
hitecture of these buildings. Yet interestingly they
show that tradition was not rejected but evaluated to
gether with western elements to form new interpreta
tions and syntheses.
This process is visible at the nineteenth century
Dolmabahqe Palace. However, in order to perceive

Pervititch's plan of 1926 showing Dolmabahpe Palace,
Bezmialem Vallde Sultan Mosque, the palace theatre, the
imperial stables and the palace boathouse.
Plan of the Dolmabah?e Palace complex within its original
boundaries. Drawn by Lemi Merey.
Dolmabah^e Palace.
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Main building at Dolmabah^e Palace.
Nineteenth century engraving showing Dolmabah9 e Palace
with the palace boathouse in the foreground.

uthwest to the area of Akaretler to the northeast. The
buildings within this elliptical periphery line served
the needs of a self-contained world combining all the
functions of government with private life at the pala
ce.
The subject of this study is the Hamlahane (boatho
use for the imperial barges). Theatre, Istabl-i Amire
(imperial stables) and service buildings of Dolmabah^e Palace.* Some of these buildings are no longer ex
tant, and others survive but are used for very different
functions today. In the past they were minor yet es
sential cogs in the mechanism of the Ottoman palace.

both the architecture and the way of life pursued wit
hin it as a whole, it is not sufficient to examine the ma
in palace structure alone. We must also study those
buildings secondary to the main structure and iden
tify their role within the organisation of the palace.
Ottoman palace buildings and their contents have
in many cases been destroyed completely or in part,
showing that even the imperial palaces were affected
by adverse circumstances over the intervening years.
One such factor is the conversion of many buildings
for new uses, which has resulted in the loss of their
original features. Others have been demolished, so
that the palace complexes no longer exist in their ori
ginal form. This has left a significant vacuum where
resolving the interrelating functions of their parts is
concerned, posing serious difficulties for the researc
her. Knowledge of the original state of the buildings
which belonged to Dolmabah^e Palace will throw
light on many questions relating to the imperial Otto
man palaces.
Originally Dolmabahge Palace lay along the shore
of the Bosphorus between Kabata§ and Be§ikta§, with
buildings on either side of the main coastal road. The
complex stretched from the Palace Theatre to the so

O

VERVIEW OF DOLMABAHQE PALACE
COM PLEX
Dating from the Tanzimat
Period (1839-1861), Dolmabah^e Palace
was designed and built as a whole, and
reflects the cultural structure, social and artistic influ
ences and trends, and changes in palace organisation
of this era. The palace, which opened in 1856, was re
ferred to variously as Dolmabahqe Sarayi and Be§ikta§
Sahil Sarayi (waterfront palace) in documents of this
period. The earliest document concerning its construc
tion is dated 2 March 1849 and makes reference to an
earlier document dated 25 January 1848 concerning
porphyry ordered from Bergama for the palace. We
can therefore assume that construction had commen
ced by this date.^
The first section of the main building to be comple
ted was the Mabeyn-i Hiimayun, which bears a me
dallion with the monogram of Sultan Abdiilmecid and
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the date AH 1263 (1847) on the entrance facade?
From archive documents we learn that furnishing
and other finishing details continued over subsequent
years/ and that this palace did not become the seat of
government or the imperial residence until several ye
ars later. A document dated 21 March 1849 records
that gas fittings were imported for Dolmabah^e Palace
(Be§ikta§ Palace) from England, indicating that infrast
ructure work was still continuing on this date. Anot
her document dated 12 March 1855 concerning lead
sheeting is evidence that the roof had not yet been
completed. However, a photograph of the palace ta
ken by Robertson in 1855 shows that construction was
completed that year, and the inscription over the Hazine-i Hassa Gate bears the date AH 1276 (1855-1856).
The sultan himself moved into the palace on 11 June
1856."
Apart from the main structure of the palace consis
ting of the Mabeyn-i Hiimayun, Muayede Salon and
Harem-i Hiimayun, it encompassed the following sec
tions:
* Hazine-i Hassa Dairesi (Office of the Civil List)
* Mefru§at Dairesi (Furnishing Office)
* Camli K6§k (Conservatory)
* Ku§luk (Aviary)
* !<; Hazine (Treasury)
* Kitchens
* Pantries

* Carpentry shop
Veliahd Dairesi (Apartments of the Heir Apparent)
Hareket K6§ks
* Gedikli Cariyeler Dairesi (Quarters of the Senior
Women Officials of the Harem)
Kizlaragasi Dairesi (Apartments of the Chief Black
Eunuch)
* Hereke Dokumahanesi (Weaving Mill)
Musahiban Dairesi (Office of the Gentlemen-inWaiting)
* Baltacilar Dairesi (Office of the Household Guards)
* Matbah-i Amire (Imperial Kitchen)

Although these buildings were not part of the main
palace structure, they stood within the palace walls
and were therefore part of the complex as a whole.
A number of other buildings were located outside
the periphery walls of the palace, to the southwest,
west and north. These were:
* Clock Tower
Bezmialem Valide Sultan Mosque
* Hamlahane
* Palace Theatre
* Istabl-i Amire (Imperial Stables)

* A Group of Service Buildings
Atiyye-i Seniyye Ambarlari (Warehouses for
imperial Gifts)
Akaretler (two terraces of houses probably
inhabited by palace officials)
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This study will focus on those buildings of Dolmabah^e Palace which are no longer extant today; the
Hamlahane, Palace Theatre and Istabl-i Amire.

qe Palace.^
Whether this structure has any relation to the "Boat
houses belonging to the Padi^ah, Darilsaade A^asi, Bostanciba§i etcetera built at Dolmabahge" mentioned in a docu
ment dated 1821 during the reign of Mahmud II (18091839)/ and therefore whether it existed before Dolmabah(;e Palace was built is a key question.
From Robertson’s and other photographs*^ we see
that the Hamlahane was a two storey building with a
round-arched opening giving access to the small bay
here. The building was lit by courses of rectangular
windows in the extremely plain facades.

H

AM LAHA n E The Hamlahane was the
boathouse where the imperial barges and
caiques were kept and repaired. It was al
so the quarters of the oarsmen or hamlaci.
The location of this building is known from contempo
rary photographs, such as that taken by Robertson in
1855 which clearly shows the Hamlahane next to
Bezmialem Valide Sultan Mosque south of Dolmabah-
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6 An early twentieth century postcard showing the palace
boathouse to the left of Bezmialem Valide Sultan Mosque.

7 Aerial view of Bezmialem Valide Sultan Mosque and the
boathouse.

8 The palace boathouse was demolished in 1957. Prior to this it had
been used as a warehouse for tobacco.

9 The former palace boathouse, the Hamlahane, was demolished
when the road between Fmdikli and Dolmabahqe was being
widened.
10 The park now on the site of the Hamlahane.

The section of the Pervititch Insurance Plan for Dolmabah^e in 1926 shows that the Hamlahane was still
standing in that year, and records that it was then be
ing used as a tobacco warehouse.
A document in the National Palaces Archive signed
by architect Yusuf of the National Palaces, dated 3
May 1930 and addressed to the Directorate of National
Palaces refers to repairs required at the Hamlacilar

D

OLMABAHQE p a l a c e t h e a t r e Dolmabah^e Palace Theatre, which dates from
the reign of Abdiilmecid (1839-1861), ref
lects an interesting aspect of the way chan
ges in sociocultural life affected architecture at a time
when the Ottoman Empire was becoming increasingly
westernised. This was the first time that a theatre had
ever been constructed as part of an O t t o m a n palace.

Kogu§u (Quarters of the Oarsmen) due to the fact that

The fact that a special building was constructed at

the roof was in danger of collapsing following alterati
ons carried out on 9 Te§rin-i Sani 1929.^
The buildings belonging to the Government Mono
polies (which included tobacco processing and hence
the Hamlahane, then a tobacco warehouse) were de
molished during works carried out along the waterf
ront between Dolmabah^e and Fmdikli in 1957 to clear
the area around Kabata§ Car Ferry Quay, as we learn
from news items and photographs published at the ti
me.'” These photographs show the Hamlahane during
the process of demolition.
Traces of the building and some large stones along
the waterfront next to Bezmialem Mosque are all that
remain of the Hamlahane today.

the imperial palace for a cultural activity which was
not among the Traditional Turkish Arts, demonstrates
the close interest in western arts displayed by the Ot
toman sultans.
Sultan Abdiilhamid II (1876-1909) built a second pa
lace theatre at Yildiz Palace, where he spent most of
his reign.
Dolmabah(je Palace Theatre was constructed in a
prominent position at one end of the traditional urban
square here. It is interesting that the sultan had no ob
jections to its site facing a religious structure such as
Bezmialem Valide Sultan Mosque, despite the fact that
the Ottoman sultan also held the title of caliph.
Construction of the theatre is known to have com-
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11-12 Photographs by Robertson showing construction underway at Dolmabah9 e Palace and the palace theatre in 1855.
13 The interior of Dolmabah9 e Palace Theatre on 25 June 1859, fronfi L'lllustration Journal Universelle.
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14 Rear of Dolmabah^e Palace Theatre.
15 Dolmabah^e Palace Theatre and its annexes.
16 The site of Dolmabah?e Palace Theatre after
demolition.

17-18 The site of Dolmabah^e Palace Theatre in
1948.
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menced at the same time as the palace proper, and it
was designed as part of the entire complex. The stages
in its construction can be identified from photographs
taken during this period before Dolmabahqe Palace
opened in 1856."
According to descriptions of the theatre and work
in progress there which appear in the press during
1858, most of the furnishings and fittings were comp
leted in March of that year, although some minor
work still remained to be done.'^
The opening of the theatre was reported in Ceride-i
HavMis newspaper on 11 January 1859, three years af
ter the inauguration of Dolmabah^e Palace.
For evidence concerning the location and architectu
ral design of the Palace Theatre, we can look to pho
tographs of Istanbul taken in the second half of the ni
neteenth century and to the appropriate section of the
Pervititch Insurance Plan for 1926.
In the photograph taken by Robertson in 1855 the
theatre appears to be complete, including its periphery
walls. This two storey building lies on a sloping site,
and according to the insurance plan covers a ground
area of approximately 31 x 66 metres.
The wall of approximately 2.5 metres in height aro
und the theatre was stepped to allow for the sloping
ground. The building had three entrances, one a mo
numental portal with two columns and above it the
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proscenium arch is a medallion on which the date
1274 (1858-1859) can be discerned.
This dome is not visible on the exterior of the buil
ding, but in my view must have been situated towards
the seaward end of the main structure. The pitched
roof covered the dome.
According to Refik Ahmet Sevengil, in his book
about the Ottoman palace theatres entitled Saray Tiyatrosu, the building included dressing rooms for the
performers, make-up rooms, reception rooms where
the sultan could rest and receive visitors, and service
rooms.*^
From contemporary documents we learn that the
building was used not only for plays, operas, and
operettas, but also for exhibitions.'^
Regular performances were held at the theatre for
the first few years,'^ but it remained unused from 1863
onwards due principally to cuts in the palace budget.
Sevengil reports that a fire occurred at Dolmabahi^e
Palace Theatre, and mentions a register in Topkapi Pa
lace Archive dated 9 Recep 1283 (1866) headed "Regis
ter of the property belonging to the Theatre and trans
ferred to the Hazine-i Hiimayun (Imperial Treasury)".
He suggests that this may be an inventory of property
belonging to the theatre which was rescued from the
fire, and that therefore the fire may have broken out in
1866.’«
During the reign of Sultan Abdiilhamid II Yildiz Pa
lace superseded Dolmabahge as the centre of govern
ment and imperial residence, while the new theatre
there took over from that at Dolmabahqe.
The theatre seems to have remained disused until
the establishment of the Turkish Republic in 1923,
when, as already mentioned, it was taken over as a
warehouse.
A photograph showing the main entrance of the

The small building, now housing public lavatories, thought to
have once belonged to the palace theatre.
The former site of the palace theatre as seen from Dolmabah^e
Palace in 1995.
The Imperial Stables during construction of Dolmabah9 e Palace.
The fire at the Imperial Stables as illustrated in L'lllustration
Journal Universelle dated 22 October 1881.

Ottoman coat-of-arms on the side facing the palace.
One of the side entrances faced Bezn^ialem Valide Sul
tan Mosque and the other the Imperial Stables.
The ground level of the wing of the theatre building
which lay at right angles to the sea was approximately
40 metres away from the north minaret of the mosque.
The theatre plan consisted of a rectangular block at
right angles to the sea, intersected by two parallel
wings. This plan is largely reflected in the neoclassical
fa<jades. There is a course of round-arched windows
along the ground floor, and rectangular windows
along the upper floor facades. The projecting wings of
the plan are emphasised by triangular pediments. The
building has a pitched roof.
Information concerning the interior of the theatre is
extremely limited.^^ An engraving published in L'll
lustration Journal Universelle on 25 June 1859,’“* the year
the theatre opened, shows an auditorium seating abo
ut three hundred, with boxes on three levels. It is roo
fed by a depressed dome, and in the centre of the
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theatre in 1936 proves that it was still standing in that
year/^ but its site is empty in another photograph sho
wing Dolmabahge from above. The theatre was demo
lished along with other buildings in the area in 1937.
This programme of public works is mentioned in a re
port by H. Proust dated 15 October 1937 and entitled
"Report Explaining Istanbul's City Plan under the he
ading Job Number 5; 'The steep road linking Taksim to
Dolniabahge has been broadened and greatly improved so as
to preserve those places with a fin e view o f the Bosphorus
and facilitate traffic along the road. The building at the
west corner o f the square west o f Dolniabahge Palace has be
en demolished so as to enlarge it."
Evidently almost all of Dolmabahqe Palace Theatre
was situated beneath the present road leading up to
Giimu§suyu.
The building today housing lavatories m the small
park to the south of the road is thought to have been
an outhouse at the back of the theatre.

D

olmabahqe

palace

i s t a b l -i

AM iRE The Imperial Stables, known as
the Has Ahir or Istabl-i Amire, was an ex
tensive organisation that became increa
singly complex from the reign of Mehmed II (14511481) onwards. There were two directors of the stables
who were known as Emir-i Ahur. The Imperial Stables
were a traditional part of the Ottoman palace organi
sation and structure, and were accommodated both
within and outside the main walls of the palace. They
included carriage houses and the Raht Hazinesi (Har
ness Treasury), where the sultan's most valuable sadd
lery was kept.“
In 1835 the number of emir-i ahir was reduced to
one, a harbinger of change in this longstanding institu
tion. Two years later, in 1837, again during the reign of
Mahmud II, the title of this official was changed to Istabl-i Amire Miidurii.
The situation of the Istabl-i Amire in relahon to the
palace complex reflects a change in this institution's
role at Dolmabahqe Palace as compared to that at the

older Topkapi Palace.
At Topkapi Palace the main part of the Imperial
Stables (Has Ahirlari) was within the palace walls, ne
ar the quarters of the palace guard corps known as the
Ziiliiflii Baltacilar Ocagi and the Harem. Whereas at
Dolmabahge Palace the stables were located outside
the high periphery walls in the triangular area betwe
en the palace, the theatre and the gardens known as
Bayildim Bahgesi. They no longer have any connection
with the Harem or Baltacilar Dairesi.
According to Prof. Mustafa Cezar the Istabl-i Amire
was built on part of the site of the Tiifenkhane (Mus
ket Factory), which was demolished in AH 1249 (183334) after only a few years in operation here.^
A book entitled Mirdt-i Istanbul published during
the reign of Abdiilhamid II in AH 1314 (1896-1897) gi
ves the text of an inscription which the author says
was over the entrance to the Istabl-i Amire of Dolmabahqe Palace. In fact this inscription, which is dated
AH 1249 (1833-1834) belonged to the Tiifenkhane. The
last line of this verse inscription ends with the word
Tufenkhane.^"* Either the inscription of the demolished
musket factory was placed over the door of the newly
built Imperial Stables, or some walls or sections of the
factory where the inscription was mounted were left
standing and incorporated in the new structure. It is
significant that the plan of the building is very similar
to those of contemporary military barracks.
One source of information about the Tiifenkhane-i
Amire (Imperial Musket Factory) is a document in the
Ottoman Archive concerning its construction at Dolmabah(^e. This document bears two dates, 6 Zilhicce
1245 and 8 Safer 1253 (the equivalents of the same date
in 1837 according to the Rumi and Islamic calendars).^
Another document dated 17 Safer 1256 and 1 Rebiyiilevvel 1261 (1845) refers to construction and repairs
carried out at the Tiifenkhane-i Amire by Director of
Imperial Buildings Abdiilhalim Efendi.^^
Dolmabah^e Palace stables are variously referred to
by the terms Has Ahir and Istabl-i Amire. For examp
le, while the map drawn at the Miihendishane-i Ende-
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October 1881, with an engraving illustrating the inci
dent.
The state of the stables following this fire is shown
by an undated plan entitled ’’Plan of Dolmabahqe Has
Ahiri" discovered in Topkapi Palace Archive by Prof.
Beh(;et Unsal. According to Prof. Unsal this document
describes the building as "an imperial stable with ro
om for 500 animals, constructed in two phases".
This Ottoman Turkish document number 9466 in
Topkapi Palace Archive provides detailed information
about the mainly single storey building. The upper
storey of those sections with two storeys is shown se
parately on the plan. Those sections whose function is
indicated on this plan are barley stores, kitchen and
manufacturies, the Old Stables, blacksmith's shop,
manege, living quarters and Treasury. These, the do
cument reports, are to be rebuilt to create a stable with
room for 312 horses.

23 Dolmabah9 e Palace Imperial Stables and their surroundings
towards the middle of the twentieth century.
24 Design for the renovation of the Imperial Stables following the
fire, late nineteenth-early twentieth century. T. S. A. No. 9466.
25 Dolmabah9 e Palace Imperial Stables, from Deutsches Syndikat
fur Stadtebenliche Arbeiten, 1913.

run (Palace Engineering Office) in 1853 and the map of
Istanbul drawn by the Zellig brothers in 1910 use the
term Has Ahir, the Deutsches Syndikat fiir Stadtebenliche
Arbeiten of 1913-1914 uses the term Istabl-i Amire.
Documentation shows that the stables remained in
use during the reigns of both Abdiilmecid and Abdiilaziz. The latter sultan is known to have been a keen
horseman, and Nevres Pa§a, director of the Istabl-i
Amire during his reign, was awarded with a medal for
his services.^^
In 1881, during the reign of Abdiilhamid II, who li
ved at Dolmabahqe Palace only briefly, the Imperial
Stables were seriously damaged by fire.^* This fire was
reported in L'llliistration Journal Universelle dated 22

In addition, the two storey section facing the palace
contained living accommodation for grooms and at
tendants, and offices for the director of the Istabl-i
Amire and clerks.

The words "muhterik olmayan cihet" (part which
was not burnt) probably refers to the fire which occur
red here in 1881, and indicates the section to be reno
vated.
According to contemporary sources the Imperial
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Stables had gone into serious decline as an organisati
on by the reign of Sultan Mehmed V Re§ad (19091918), and this had even affected the health of the hor
ses. The building must therefore have been in a poor
state of repair, which would suggest that the reno
vation plan dates either from the late years of Abdulhamid II's reign or the early years of Sultan Re§ad's reign.
The building and annexes marked Istabl-i Amire on
a key plan dated 1913 and Saray Ahirlari on the Pervititch Plan of 1926 covers an area of approximately
115 X 160 metres. Some sections were being used to
store iron. The space originally designed as a barley
barn was being used to store iron in 1926. The block
measuring 21 x 25 metres in the centre of the court
yard and marked as the Treasury in document 9466 in
Topkapi Palace Archive is now described as a mosque.
According to the Pervititch Plan, the building is in clo
se proximity to the gas works behind and to one side.
What the original function of the structure defined
as a mosque on this key plan may have been is a prob
lematic question. Its protected position in the centre of
the stable complex suggests that it may be the Raht
Hazine (Harness Treasury), from which such items as
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26 The Imperial Stables and Treasury, early twentieth century.
27 inonii Stadium, which was built on the site of the Imperial Stables, shortly after it was built in the mid-twentieth century.
27
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saddles, harnesses, reins, saddle cloths, horse blankets,
bits, stirrups and similar items were removed accor
ding to a cabinet decree dated 20 November 1927 fo
und among the Dolmabahge Palace documents in the
National Palaces Archive.
This structure with its monumental entrance facing
the palace was still standing in 1936 according to pho
tographs taken that year, but had disappeared by 1947
when the stadium was built on the site. Originally
known as Mithat Pa§a Stadium^, the stadium has been
enlarged since and is today called Inonii Stadium. It is
a curious incongruity that a football stadium should
stand opposite a former imperial palace, on a site pre
viously occupied by historic buildings. Contemporary
sources concerning construction work in Istanbul bet
ween 1938 and 1948 tell us that difficulties were enco
untered in finding a suitable site for the proposed sta
dium, and that the fact that this land belonged to the
state was a principal factor in its selection.^* Another
factor was the plan to relocate Dolmabah^e Gas Works
on the shores of the Golden Horn, which would allow
room for future enlargement of the stadium.
In view of the relations between Dolmabah^e Pala
ce, Bezmialem Valide Sultan Mosque, the Palace The
atre and the Istabl-i Amire, the loss of the theatre and
stables, and the walls around the mosque destroyed
the original square and integral whole to which they
belonged
Pavilions known as the Bayildim Ko§ks were built
in Bayildim Bah^esi (which used to stretch in a northe-

28 inonij Stadium today.
29 Bayildim Bahpesi (Garden) and ko§ks from an engraving by
Gauffier.

30 Swiss Otel now stands on the site of the former Bayildim
Bahfesi (Garden) of Dolmabahfe Palace.
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ast direction beyond the main walls of Dolmabah<;e
Palace) in 1748 during the reign of Mahmud I (17301754). These pavilions located on the hill overlooking
the earlier Be§ikta§ Palace were demolished during
construction of Dolmabahc^e Palace. Bayildim Bah^esi
is now the site of Swiss Otel.
ERVICE BUILDINGS
This group of buil
dings situated opposite the Valide Sultan Gate
of Dolmabah^e Palace lay on the opposite side
of Bayildim Bahqesi to the Istabl-i Amire. Abo
ve them to the north are the Atiyye-i Seniyye Ambarlari.
From contemporary visual documents we learn that
these buildings were designed and built as part of
Dolmabah<;e Palace.^^
The plain neoclassical facade of the two storey buil
ding on the main road has round-arched windows
and rectangular windows on the lower and upper flo
ors respectively, like the fa<jade of the Palace Theatre.
There are five entrances in the faqade, which appears
to have undergone some alterations.
A plan dated AH 1325 (1907-1908) in the National
Palaces Hazine-i Hassa Archive (E.l, No.1397) is a do

S
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Dolmabahpe Palace Ku^hane kitchens at the time of the
palace's construction.
Plan of the first floor of the Ku?hane kitchens in the renovation
project by the architect Vedad in 1907-8, showing other service
buildings.
The Ku§hane kitchens and outbuildings, the Atiyye-i Seniyye
Buildings and the housing for palace officials known as Akaret-i
Seniyye on the Be§ikta§ section of the Pervititch Insurance Plan
dated 1922.

32
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19- Confectionary Kitchen of the Imperial Palace
20- Apothecary of the Imperial Palace
Other documents throw further light on the functi
ons of these buildings.
A survey register in the National Palaces Hazine-i
Hassa Archive (E.l No.443) concerns repairs to the
kitchen and pharmacy of the heir apparent. The regis
ter is signed by Mimar Vedad and dated AH 1325
(1907-1908). The heir apparent in question is Yusuf iz
zettin Efendi.
Another survey register (E.l No.990) dated AH
1326 (1908) found in the same archive provides new
information about the condition of these buildings one
year later. Again signed by Chief Imperial Architect
Vedad, the register concerns "repairs to the kitchen of
His Imperial Highness Vahdettin Efendi adjoining the
Imperial Apothecary".^^
Details of repairs to the roof, floor, stairs, lavatory
and bathroom, door, iron door, frames, windows and
sewers, application of enamel paint and other work
are given in this survey register. We learn that in addi
tion to the kitchen there was an oven, a small room
converted into a pantry, stores for onions and porcela
in, a coal house and wood shed.
In the same register under Job No. 17 entitled "Wall
Construction" it writes: "Construction of a wall one
brick in thickness within the door leading to the Fire
men's Regiment in the corridor adjoining the small ro
om".

cument which provides fresh data concerning some of
these buildings.
This plan is signed by Chief Imperial Architect Vedad Bey, who carried out major repairs at Dolmabah(^e
Palace during the reign of Sultan Mehmed V Re§ad.
The plan throws light on the functions of these buil
dings during the late nineteenth and early twentieth
century. It is entitled "Plan of the Ground Floor of the
Kitchen".'^ The different sections are numbered on the
plan and described in a key:
1- Ground floor of the old Ku§hane
2- Furnishing Store
3- Kitchen of the late ^ehzade Kemalettin Efendi
4- Furnishing Store
5- Roll-call Office
6- Former Laundry
7- Abandoned kitchen
8- Derelict guards' quarters
9- Derelict stable
10- Ground floor of the flour mill
11- Derelict stable
12- Pickling shop
13- Mosque
14- Quarters of the bakers
15- Derelict kitchen
16- Kitchen of Heir Apparent His Imperial
Highness Yusuf Izzettin Efendi
17- Derelict kitchen
18- Ground floor of the cooks' quarters
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to a kitchen, confectionary kitchen, pantry and mos
que, all reported to be in an advanced state of disrepa
ir. There is also mention of the Tablakar Dairesi
(Apartment of the Waiters).
In his doctoral thesis entitled "Ottoman Pharmacy
and Deontology between 1838 and 1908", Assoc. Prof.
Dr. Rengin Dramur (Biitiin) gives a detailed account
of the section housing the palace pharmacy
According to Kemal Aytimur, son of Mahmut Mazhar Efendi chief quilt maker to Mehmed V, the palace
pharmacy was situated between the palace bakery
and the firemen’s quarters.'^
Keramet Nigar, private secretary to the last Otto
man caliph, Abdiilmecid, describes the building oppo
site the Veliahd Dairesi at Dolmabah<;e Palace as the
Maiyet Dairesi, and says that the ground floor housed
the pharmacy.
Third pharmacist to Caliph Abdiilmecid, Sami Bey,
gives the following brief description of the Palace
Pharmacy (originally established during the reign of
Sultan Abdiilmecid) as it was in 1922;
1
occupied two interconnecting rooms adjoining
the Hiinkar Eczahane (Imperial Pharmacy) at Dolmabahqe Palace Eczahane... The large room on the right
was used as the Mabeyn Eczahane, beyond which at

34 Remains of the Ku§hane in the mid-twentieth century.
35 Key plan of the Atiyye-i Seniyye buildings in 1913.

So we also learn that the palace regiment of fire
men, whose location was previously unknown, was
accommodated here at this time.
Comparison of the two survey documents with the
plan dated 1325 (1907-1908) suggests that either the
areas marked as the kitchen of heir apparent Yusuf Izzettin Efendi became the kitchen of Vahdettin Efendi
the following year, or that the same kitchen may have
been used by both §ehzades. According to these docu
ments we can conclude that the kitchens of the heir
apparent were among the Ku§hane buildings. The ma
in kitchen of the palace, which provided food for the
staff, was the Matbah-i Amire.^
Document E.1.448 dated 1329 (1911) concerning "re
pairs to the kitchen of Be§ikta§ Imperial Palace" refers
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Those buildings set back from the road no longer
exist today.^*^ When we compare architect Vedad's
plan with the present buildings we find that those
which have survived largely unchanged are the Eski
Ku§hane (Old Kitchen), Mefru§at Ambarlari Nos. 2
and 4 (Furnishing Stores), Yoklama Kogu§u (Roll-call
Office), Salamurahane (Pickling Shop), Veliahat Yusuf
izzettin Efendi Mutfagi (Kitchen of Heir Apparent Yu
suf izzettin Efendi), and A§qilar Kogu§u (Cooks' Quar
ters). Research is necessary to discover which sections
are original and which of later construction. The other
buildings have either disappeared completely or only
traces of them remain.
What function those buildings which survive sho
uld serve is another important question which requi
res consideration.

the end of the corridor was the Hunkar Eczahane".
Both Sami Bey and Keramet Nigar mention the
existence of rooms for doctors at the Palace Pharmacy.
In the Be§ikta§ section of the Pervititch Insurance
Plan dated 2 December 1922 this group of buildings is
described in more general terms; the buildings to the
north as barracks and kitchens, and those to the south
as the fire station. We therefore learn that some of the
se buildings were occupied by the military at this
time.
Before the renovation carried out by the architect
Vedad these buildings had fallen into considerable
disrepair. Subsequently they continued to be used for
varying functions which changed over the course of
time.
These buildings were among the property of the
imperial family which was nationalised in 1924. They
have been luckier than other secondary buildings be
longing to the palace complex, and most have survi
ved intact with only minor changes to their facades.
We must attribute their survival to their situation on
this part of Dolmabah^e Caddesi, which has not fallen
victim to road widening operations. These buildings
today house the Be§ikta§ Military Police Regional
Command.

o n c lu s io n
Those buildings belonging
to Dolmabahqe Palace complex which have
disappeared over the years due to urban de
velopment and other factors allow us to
speak of both the visible and invisible boundaries of
Dolmabah^e Palace. The latter boundary stretches as
far as the palace Hamlahane in Kabata§ to the south
west, takes in the site of the Istabl-i Amire, and even
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lace complex. The fate of Dolmabah<;e Palace was suf
fered to a far more drastic extent by Aynalikavak Pa
lace, which modern development has reduced from an
extensiv^e complex to a single building, Aynalikavak
Kasir.
As well as the preservation of outstanding indivi
dual buildings, today's urban development and con
servation plans should consider the need to preserve
working groups of buildings. This requires close and
continuous coordination between all the bodies and
institutions invoh^ed in conservation of our historic
environment, including professional associations, uni
versities, local government and international organisa
tions.
Moreover, new information revealed by research
concerning the buildings which are no longer extant,
and the joint evaluation of these findings will give rise
to a shared language where defining new functions
for buildings currently allocated for inappropriate
uses, and the restoration of their role as part of the in
tegral palace complex are concerned.

36 The Ku§hane and Atiyye-i Seniyye buildings today.

the gas works to the west, which was constructed for
the palace, and to the north encompasses the site of
Bayildim Bah^esi and Akaretler (terraced houses
which provided accommodation for those employed
at the palace). Parallel to this line along the shore, the
boundary encompasses the Veliahd Dairesi and stretc
hes as far as the quay at Be§ikta§, including the
Musahiban Dairesi and Matbah-i Amire.
The demolition of historic buildings in order to sol
ve the traffic problems of this large city by widening
roads has significantly affected the integrity of the pa
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NOTES:
1 The first phase of detailed research concerning Dolmabahije Pala

1949’da v e G uzelle§en Istanbul, Istanbul 1939.
22 iSMAiL HAKKI UZU N (;A R§ILI, Oswanlt Saray Te^kilati, Ankara
1984, s. 488-489, gives information about the room s around a court
yard accessed by a door into the Second Courtyard at Topkapi Pala
ce, and accom m odating the Emir-i Ahur Dairesi and Has Ahir offici
als. The Has Ahir is next to the quarters of the Zuliiflii Baltacilar gu
ards, who had their own square and mosque here. The Raht Hazinesi at Topkapi Palace opened off the Has Ahir and Raht Hazinesi
Meydan described abewe.
23 MUSTAFA CEZA R, XIX. Yiizyil Beyo^lusu, Istanbul, 1993, s.76,
330 says that the Tiifenkhane dates from the reign of Selim III and gi
ves information about repairs carried out during the reign of M ah
mud II.
24 ibid, p.330. The w ords top, tufenk and dane occur in this inscrip
tion, which appears to date from the reign of Mahmud II.
25 Bijb. Ar§. Maliye Def. No. 11883.
26 B§b. Ar§. Maliye Def. No. 8961.
27 Takvim-i Vekayi, Defa 624, sene 1278/1861-62.
28 L'Illustration journal Universelk, 22. 10. 1881.
29 Key plan draw n by the Germans in 1913. Konstantinopel, Deutches
Syndikat fiir Stadtebeuliche Arbeikten 1913.
30 Cumhuriyet Devrinde Istanbul, MEB 1949, Istanbul, p. 103. After
Taksim Stadium w as demolished along with the barracks, it was de
cided to construct a new stadium in the city centre, at a point where
plenty of public transportation was available.
31 ibid., p. 103.
32 Cumhuriyet Devrinde Istanbul, MEB 1949, Istanbul, p. 68. Layout
of Dolmabah^e Square began in 1947 and continued in 1948.
33 SEDAD HAKKI ELDEM, ibid., p. 29, Figure 13. Photographs ta
ken during construction of the palace show the facades of these buil
dings.
34 Ku§hane was a term used for some of the palace kitchens.
35 Archive docum ents in O ttom an Turkish w ere read by National
Palaces archivist Demet A ygar and museum researcher Giiller Karahiiseyin.
36 The Matbah-i Amire were for many years occupicd by the State
Procurem ent Office. In 1995 the building w as purchased by the Tur
kish Grand National Assembly and cam e under the administration
of the Department of National Palaces. This was a significant step to
w ards restoring the original extent of Dolmabah(;e Palace.
37 Doq. Dr. RENGiN DRAMUR (BUTUN ), 1838-1908 ydlarmda OsmanUlarda Eczacilik ve Deontolojisi, Istanbul, 1984, p. 33-37.
38 ibid., p. 33.
39 1 am indebted to the officials of Be§ikta§ Military Police Regional
Com m and for their kind assistance in allowing us to study these bu
ildings.

ce H am lahane, Theatre, Istabl-i Am ire and Service Buildings was
presented in a paper entitled "Degi§en Tarihi (j^evre ve Dolmabah<;e
Sarayi Yapilari" at the Celal Esad Arseven Anisina Sanat Tarihi Semineri on 7-9 March 1994.
2 For detailed information see MUSTAFA CEZA R, "Sanatta Batiya
A^ili§ta Saray Yapilari ve Kiiltiiruniin Yeri" TBMM Milli Saraylar
Sem pozyumu-Yildiz Sarayi-§ale 15-17 N ovem ber 1984, Bildiriler, Is
tanbul, 1985, p. 57, and Ba^bakanlik Ar§ivi Cevdet Saray, No. 6070.
3 IHSAN YUCEL-SEM A ONER, Dolmabah^e Sarayt, Istanbul, 1989,
p. 13.
4 Ba§b. Ar§. Cevdet Saray 5785, Ba§b. Ar§. Cevdet Saray 1339.
5 Ceride-i HavMis, 1 §evval 1272 / 11 June 1856.
6 (^ELIK GULERSOY, Dolmabahqe Sarayt, Istanbul. 1984, p. 14.
7 Ba§b. Ar§. Cevdet Saray, 2247, 29 B. 1237.
8 SEDAD HAKKI ELDEM, Bo^azi^i Anilari, Istanbul 1979, p. 20, Fig.
11, p h o to g ra p h s taken by K argop u lo .
9 Milli Saraylar Ar§ivi, Cum huriyet Donemi docum ents, unnumbe
red.
10 Istanbul'un Kitabi, Istanbul, 1957.
11 SEDAD HAKKI ELDEM, ibid. s. 29, 33, Fig. 14-15.
12 JULES JA N IN , journal de Constantinople, 6 M arch 1858 N o.889.
The writer states, "Cabinetm akers, inlayers, d ecorators, panellers,
marble w orkers, engineers and technicians have been at work for
the last six months. All these will be transported by rail to the port
of The H ague, and from there by ship to Istanbul", confirming my
conjecture. Also see SUHA UMUR, M//// Saraylar, 1987/1, p. 54.
13 The Frenchman Sechan, Dieter and H amm ond, who were emplo
yed in decorating Dolmabah(je Palace were also involved in the de
coration of the theatre. See Ba§b. Ar§. irade Hariciye, No. 8764.
14 L'Illustration Journal Universelk, 25 June 1859, No. 852, C. XXXIII,
p. 445.
15 REFlK AH M ET SEVEN G iL, Saray Tiyatrosu, Istanbu l 1970, p.
188-189. In ad d ition th ere m u st h av e been store ro o m s for scen ery.
16 journal de Constantinople 25 N ovem ber 1859 N o .1098 reports on
the exhibition of paintings by Schoefft held in the main reception ro
om at the Palace Theatre at the instigation of the Austrian Ambassa
dor.
17 Terciiman-i Ahval, 23 July 1861, Terciiman-i Ahvdl, 3 September
1861.
18 REFiK AHM ET S EV EN G iL, ibid., p. 189.
19 BEHC^ET UNSAL, "tstanbul'un Imari ve Eski Eser Kaybi", Tiirk
Sanati Tarihi Ara^tirmalari, Istanbul 1969, p. 56.
20 Art. cit. p.57, footnote 127 and 129.
21 Photographs in Cumhuriyet Devrinde Istanbul, MEB, Istanbul,
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responsible for the conservation and restoration of the
iverse cultures have left their mark on Is
nineteenth century imperial palaces, ko§ks and kasirs
tanbul, whose history stretches back to
known collectively as the National Palaces. At the
antiquity. The city's architectural heri
same time the department supports similar work by
tage can be divided into three categories,
other institutions where appropriate.
civil, military and sacral, and these mon
Founded on 3 March 1924, the Department of Na
uments are under the protection of vari
tional
ous institutions, mostly governmental. The DepartPalaces has acquired responsibility for numer
ous the
buildings originally allocated to the use of various
ment of National Palaces which is directly under
institutions
following the establishment of the Turkish
auspices of the Turkish Grand National Assembly is
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On the basis of written and visual archive docu
ments, it has been possible to identify three of the
buildings so far. The other three are referred to by let
ter codes, as seen in the list below:
1. Manege and related outbuildings
2. Building D
3. Building G
4. Istabl-i Amire-i Ferhan
5. Carriage house
6. Building B (above the retaining wall)
Exploratory excavation in the area has uncovered
the traces of several other buildings, and excavation is
continuing to uncover further remains. The founda
tions of a basement have been uncovered in front of
the stable block, the traces of foundations in front of
the central building, the foundations and traces of sev
eral buildings on the periphery wall, traces of more
buildings on the periphery wall, and the remains of a
hamam (Turkish baths).
The ancient Turks were a principally nomadic peo
ple whose economy was based on horse raising and
trading. They kept huge herds of horses, which were
also a source of meat and milk. The transition to a sed
entary life did not diminish the central role which
horses and horsemanship played in their lives. Al
though stabling and other buildings for horses must
have been constructed since early times, very few ex
amples have survived. The stables of (^inili Ko§k built
by Sultan Mehmed II (1451-1481), and the stables of
the early Turkish palaces in Bursa and Edirne dating
from the thirteenth and fifteenth centuries respective
ly have not survived. The stables of Dolmabahqe Pal
ace were still standing until the 1950s, when they were
demolished to make way for Inonii Stadium, and only
their photographs remain. In short, traditional Turk
ish equestrian culture is represented today only by the
Has Ahirlari (imperial stables) at Topkapi Palace, the
Ahir Ko§ku at Beylerbeyi Palace, and the Istabl-i
Amire-i Ferhan buildings at Yildiz Palace. The latter
complex was enlarged and restored by the famous
nineteenth century Italian architect D'Aronco.
The Department of National Palaces gave priority
to the restoration of this rare example of historic Turk
ish stables and commenced work immediately. The
main stable block is named Ferhan after Abdiilhamid
II's favourite horse. Restoration of this building has
been carried out in several phases, described below.

Republic. As a result of the policy of gathering all the
nineteenth century imperial residences and their sec
ondary buildings under a single umbrella organisa
tion, the Istabl-i Amire-i Ferhan (imperial stables) of
Yildiz Palace were handed over to the department by
the Ministry of Defence in 1986. These buildings stand
next to the ^ale Kasir, built to accommodate the Ger
man emperor Kaiser Wilhelm (1889-1898) during his
state visit to the Ottoman Turkish capital. For several
years a large scale and comprehensive restoration and
reconstruction project has been ongoing at this group
of buildings.
Built to house the valuable horses of Sultan
Abdiilhamid II (1876-1909), who was extremely fond
of horses, this complex was latterly for many years
used as a servicing and repair shop for military vehi
cles. When the Department of National Palaces took
over the buildings it was found that the fac^ades were
reasonably well preserved, but that the partitioning of
the interiors had been extensively altered to suit later
purposes.

ESTORATION OF THE RO O F Extensive
S
research into archive documents and con■
temporary photographs was carried out
JL
m. prior to restoration to determine the authen
tic structure of the derelict roof. The purlins, posts and
struts of the roof trust were each examined, and rot
ting sections replaced by impregnated timber. Only
those with a load bearing function were replaced en
tirely where necessary. The skylights which had origi
nally provided both light and ventilation had in some
cases disappeared altogether and in others been cov-

1 Key plan showing the Ferhan Imperial Stables at Yildiz Palace.
2 Restoration work on the roof of the Ferhan Imperial Stables at
Yildiz Palace.

3 The retiled roof of the same building.
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In this
way the exterior of the building, which had
been used for purposes for which it was not
intended, was restored to its original ap
E S T O R A T IO N O F T H E IN T E R IO R

4 Building H prior to restitution.
5 The ceiling of the tower in the Imperial Stables prior to
restoration.
6 The same ceiling following restoration.

■

^
pearance.
The ceilings and floors of the storey above the main
entrance and the sections with towers on either side
were renovated, and the painted decoration discov
ered on the cornices around the ceilings was copied
on those ceilings which had no decoration. Gilded
decoration discovered below the plastering on the
upper storey ceiling in one of the towers was in virtu
ally perfect condition, and has been conserved in its
original state.

ered up. These were restored to their original state,
and missing Marseilles roof tiles replaced.
E S T O R A T IO N O F T H E W A L L S The modern rendering which was out of keeping
f
with the building was stripped off, doorways not in the original plan were bricked
up, and original windows which had been bricked up
were opened. The lower parts of the main walls which
were buried in rubble, and the original entrances were
revealed. Doors and windows were restored in accor
dance with historic photographs. The outer walls were
rendered according to the style of the period, and the
horseshoe shaped entrance added to the building by
D'Aronco and the staircases were restored.

E S T O R A T I O N O F T H E S T A B L E W IN G S

During investigation of the flooring in the
high roofed wings, the connecting passage
and the stables we uncovered the original
high quality ceramic tile parquet. Analysis carried out
at the Yildiz Porcelain Factory revealed that these tiles
were made of kaolin. Missing tiles and broken sec
tions were replaced with new travertine tiles of the
same size laid in the original herringbone pattern.
This enables the new sections to be distinguished from
the original.
■
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Interior of the stables prior to restoration.
Interior restoration of the stable building.
The Ferhan Building after restoration.
An old photograph of the Ferhan Building.
Sultan Abdulaziz's favourite horse, Ferhan. The main stable building
at Yildiz Palace was named after this horse.
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Stalls have been constructed in the far section of the
left wing to show how the stables would have looked
when in use. Their design is based both on photo
graphs and stalls at the stables of Beylerbeyi Palace. It
was decided to use the remaining sections for other
purposes. The far section of the right wing is thought
to have been used by the blacksmiths for making
horseshoes, although no documentary evidence has
yet been found. This section is being preserved intact
while research continues.

15

12
13
14
15

The Ferhan Building prior to restoration.
The horseshoe shaped entrance after restoration.
Interior of the stables known as Ahir K6§k at Beylerbeyi Palace.
Detail of the flooring of the Ferhan Building.

c

O N CLU SIO N : REC O N STR U C TIO N OF
THE BUILDING WHOSE FOUNDATIONS
HAVE BEEN EXCAVATED
Small win
dows and sconces found on the lower parts
of the carriage house and the high walls of the §ale
conservatories, and the traces of a roof on the opposite
wall prompted us to carry out excavations here which
uncovered foundations and the remains of walls. The
plan of the basement floor of this building has been
drawn, and on the basis of excavation finds and ar
chive photographs a projection has been prepared.
It has been decided to reconstruct this building,
preserving the original foundations. The new walls
are being built within and adjoining the original foun
dations, but otherwise the restitution projection is be
ing followed exactly. Construction of this building is
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now underway and it will be given a new function.
These buildings which reflect the importance at
tached to horses by the Ottoman sultans and the place
of equestrian culture within palace life have been re
stored, and reconstruction of those whose traces re
main has commenced. Restoring their original func
tions is impossible, so while preserving this facet of
our national culture, plans have been drawn up to em
ploy them for diverse cultural purposes.

16 Exterior of Building D.
17 Plan for the restitution project of Building H.
18 Restitution project for Building H.
19-20-21 Reconstruction of Building H, of which traces were found on
the garden walls of and whose foundations have been excavated.
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tion sections. Occupancy of the building has been
postponed for the time being because of historical
finds in the area around the building during landscap
ing work. These finds occur mainly on the connecting
roads between the buildings.
5. Carriage House
The lower floor of this building will house a kitchen
and pantry, and the first floor is now a canteen. When
the complex becomes available for international pro
jects the other wing of this building will be used as a
restaurant and cafe.
6. Building B (buildings above the retaining wall)
Exploratory excavation in this area has revealed the
remains of several buildings, and further archaeologi
cal excavation is still continuing. The buildings uncov
ered so far are as follows:
1. Foundations of buildings in front of the Istabl-i
Amire-i Ferhan
2. Traces of foundations in front of the central
building
3. Hamam (Turkish bath)
4. Buildings of which there are traces on the garden
wall
5. Buildings of which there are traces on the garden
wall and of their foundations (Building H). Traces of a
roof on the high walls of the conservatories of the

The plans for those buildings which were standing
when this complex was placed under the auspices of
our department can be summarised as follows:
1. Manege and related buildings
The manege, or hall for training horses, has been
transformed into a conference hall in the form of an
amphitheatre. The two wing building next to it will
house exhibition galleries, and the rough construction
work has already been completed.
2. Building D
Construction work for this building, which will house
an international restoration and training centre, has
been completed. It is suggested that it be fitted with
transparent interior partitions which can be relocated
as necessary to provide flexibility of function in line
with requests by organisations attached to the Coun
cil of Europe. Alternatively, if this plan does not ma
terialise, cooperation with another organisation to
provide international restoration training is being
considered.
3. Building G
4. Istabl-i Amire-i Ferhan
This building has been allocated to the Culture and
Public Relations Office, which includes Research, Ar
chive, Library, Tourism, Publications and Conserva

22
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When it was decided to reconstruct this building
and use it for new functions, construction commenced
according to the projection, while preserving the exist
ing foundations and walls beyond the new walls. In
every other respect the projection is being implement
ed precisely. Construction was continuing at the time
of going to press, and the building will be used as a
guest house for Turkish and foreign restorers attend
ing courses in restoration here.
It is planned that this group of buildings be a com
plex for international cultural exchange, restoration,
conservation and public relations of the Department
of National Palaces. We hope that expertise in the
fields of restoration and conservation provided by di
verse countries will serve to preserve our cultural
monuments for future generations.

22 Traces of the foundations of Building H.
23 Foundations excavated in front of the Ferhan Building.

§ale, which was used as a guest house for visiting
heads of state, indicated the site of another building
whose foundations were later discovered. The plan of
these foundations, combined with other archaeologi
cal finds and archive photographs enabled a restitu
tion projection to be prepared.

* * This article was originally presented as a paper to the Second Conference of Experts on European Royal Palaces on 11 September 1995.
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